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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Design and Analysis of
Secure Encryption Schemes
by
Michel Ferreira Abdalla
Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science
University of California, San Diego, 2001
Professor Mihir Bellare, Chair

In this thesis, we design, and analyze the security of, several encryption
schemes both in the private-key and public-key setting. Our main goal is to provide
schemes for which we can provide theoretical proofs of security, but which are also
efficient and practical.
We begin by describing a new public-key encryption scheme based on the
Diffie-Hellman problem, called DHIES. The main goal of DHIES is to not only
be as efficient as the ElGamal encryption scheme, but to also provide security
against chosen-ciphertext attacks. DHIES is a Diffie-Hellman based scheme that
combines a private-key encryption method, a message authentication code, and a
hash function, in addition to number-theoretic operations. The proofs of security
are based on the assumption that the underlying symmetric primitives are secure
and on appropriate assumptions about the Diffie-Hellman problem. Our proofs are
in the standard model; no random-oracle assumption is required. DHIES is now in
the draft standards of ANSI X9.63 [6] and IEEE P1363a [50] and in the corporate
standard SECG [71].
Next, we study re-keyed encryption schemes. These are schemes in which
shared keys are not used directly to encrypt messages, but rather used as a master key to derive sub-keys, which are then used to encrypt messages. This is a

xiv

commonly employed paradigm in computer security systems, about whose security benefits users appear to have various expectations. In this thesis, we provide
concrete security analyses of various re-keying mechanisms and their usage. We
show that re-keying does indeed “increase” security, effectively extending the lifetime of the master key and bringing significant, provable security gains in practical
situations.
We also study the problem of secure encryption in the broadcast model,
where a broadcast center wants to communicate securely with a set of users (the
target set) over an insecure broadcast channel.

xv

Chapter I

Introduction
A fundamental problem in cryptography is how to communicate securely
over an insecure channel, which might be controlled by an adversary. This problem
has for a long time fascinated people and has become even more important with
the proliferation of computers and communication networks, such as the Internet.
From simple message exchanges among friends, to purchases made with a credit
card, to the transmission of sensitive documents, these communication systems are
now being used for many different purposes.
The problem of secure communication has many different flavors depending on the security aspect in which we are interested and on how powerful adversaries can be. In this thesis, we are mainly concerned with the privacy aspect of
the communication.

I.A

Encryption
Encryption is certainly one of the most fundamental problems in cryptog-

raphy and it is usually what it comes to mind when one talks about cryptography.
The latter, however, encompasses many other areas, including, but not limited
to, message authentication, digital signatures, identification protocols, and zeroknowledge protocols.

1

2
I.A.1

Background
The two main parties involved in a encryption scheme are the sender and

the receiver. Whenever a sender wants to transmit a message, called the plaintext,
to the receiver, it first converts it to an encrypted form, called the ciphertext,
and then sends it to the receiver. The method used to convert the plaintext into
a ciphertext is called the encryption algorithm. Upon receiving the ciphertext,
the receiver uses a decryption algorithm to recover the original plaintext from the
ciphertext it received.
The goal of an encryption algorithm is simple —to allow the sender and
receiver to communicate privately over an insecure communication channel, possibly under the control of an adversary. Such an adversary is usually able to
eavesdrop, and even alter in some cases, the communication that is taking place
between the sender and receiver. Hence, it becomes clear that in order to achieve
privacy in communication, the receiver needs to have some sort of information
advantage with respect to the adversary or else the adversary could recover the
original plaintext from ciphertext in the same way the receiver does, since it has
access to all information being exchanged over the communication channel. The
information advantage of the receiver could take several forms, but it usually involves the knowledge of a secret not known by the adversary. This secret could
be, for example, the knowledge of the encryption and decryption algorithms themselves or part of their inputs. The case in which the encryption and decryption
algorithms themselves are kept hidden from the adversary is known as obscurity
and is particularly interesting in cases where message lengths are small and the
amount of resources available to sender and receiver is limited. For instance, two
people willing to privately exchange fixed-length messages with one another could
agree in advance on a fixed but random way of permuting the letters in each message. The receiver, knowing the way letters were permuted in a message, can
recover the original plaintext from the ciphertext by simply computing the inverse
permutation on the ciphertext. An adversary, on the other hand, would not be
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able to recover the original plaintext since it is not aware of the way in which the
letters were permuted. This problem with this approach is that is not efficient
when messages are long as the amount of secret information that each party needs
to store can increase significantly.
A method more commonly used nowadays is to hide part of the input of
the encryption and decryption algorithms and not the algorithms themselves. This
input is typically called the key and will be fixed within each instantiation of the
encryption scheme. The keys used by the encryption and decryption algorithms
are called, respectively, the encryption key and the decryption key. The decryption
key should always be kept secret and, for this reason, is also called the secret
key. The encryption key, on the other hand, might be either secret, as in the case
of private-key encryption, or mathematically related to the decryption key, as in
the case of public-key encryption. Because the encryption and decryption keys are
usually equal in private-key encryption and different in public-key encryption, these
two are also referred to as symmetric and asymmetric encryption, respectively.
The algorithm used to generate the keys in either the symmetric and asymmetric
encryption schemes is called the key generation algorithm.
I.A.2

Perfect Privacy
Up to now, we have mentioned that some information advantage is neces-

sary in order to achieve private communication between two parties, but we have
not defined what privacy means. It turns out that providing such a definition is
not as straight-forward as one may think and can be very tricky sometimes. The
first formal definition for what it is now known as perfect privacy was given by
Shannon [73]. It describes privacy in terms of information entropy and it says that
the amount of entropy in a plaintext given the ciphertext should be the same as
amount of entropy in the plaintext itself. In other words, no information about
the plaintext should be leaked through the ciphertext. Shannon was also the first
to provide a symmetric encryption scheme that provably meets this formal notion
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of privacy. In this scheme, called the one-time pad, both the sender and receiver
share a secret key whose length is at least that of the message being exchanged.
To encrypt a message, the sender simply computes the bit-wise x-or1 of the secret
key with the message to send it to receiver. The original plaintext can then be
recovered from the ciphertext by simply computing the bit-wise x-or of the latter
with the secret key. The main advantage of this scheme is that it is impossible for
an adversary to extract any information about the plaintext from the ciphertext.
Its main disadvantage is the fact that it requires a secret key at least as long the
message being encrypted. In fact, as it was also shown by Shannon, this condition
is not only sufficient but also necessary to achieve perfect privacy.
I.A.3

Modern cryptography
A scheme meeting the notion of perfect privacy is secure in an information-

theoretic sense since it is impossible for an adversary to extract any information
about the plaintext from the ciphertext. A different approach adopted in modern
cryptography is to define privacy in terms of infeasibility rather than impossibility
as adversaries are computationally bounded in practice. In this computationalcomplexity approach, it is permitted for a ciphertext to leak information about
the plaintext as long as this information cannot be efficiently computed. Here,
efficiently means computable in polynomial time. An example of a definition for
privacy in the computational-complexity sense is that of indistinguishability of encryptions, given by Goldwasser and Micali [44], which says that no adversary
should be to efficiently distinguish between the encryption of two plaintexts with
non-negligible probability of success. In that work, they show that, if a scheme
meets the above notion, then no adversary can efficiently compute any information
about the plaintext from the ciphertext.
There are many advantages in adopting the computational-complexity approach. Here we list two of them. First, the key length can be much shorter
1

The x-or of two bits b0 and b1 is simply b0 + b1 modulo 2.
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than those in information-theoretic approach. In particular, the key length can be
smaller than the message length. For example, by using a pseudorandom generator on a random seed, one could generate arbitrarily long (but polynomial on the
length of the seed) pseudorandom strings to be used as the secret key in the Shannon’s one-time pad scheme presented above. Second, it allows for the existence
of public-key encryption. The latter is not possible in the information-theoretic
framework since it is possible, even if not efficiently, for an adversary to compute
the secret (decryption) key from the public (encryption) key.
I.A.4

Public-key Encryption
The notion of public-key cryptography, introduced by Diffie and Hell-

man [32], is perhaps one of main innovations in modern cryptography. In contrast
to private-key cryptography, in which two parties need to share a secret in advance,
public-key cryptography enables secure communication between two parties without requiring previously established secrets.
In public-key cryptography, each user has a pair of related keys associated
to it, a public key and a secret key. While the public key is made public to all
parties, including the adversary, and secret key should only be known by the user
to which it is associated. In the particular case of public-key encryption, the public
and secret key become, respectively, the encryption and decryption keys. In order
to send a message to a user, one can simply encrypt the message using the public
key associated to that user. Whenever a user receives a ciphertext, supposedly
encrypted with its public key, it decrypts it using its secret key.
The first public-key encryption scheme was proposed by Rivest, Shamir,
and Adleman [69] and it is now known as the RSA cryptosystem.
I.A.5

Broadcast Encryption
Even though the primary use of encryption is for secure point-to-point

communication, this is certainly not its only use. With the increasing number of
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users connected to large communication networks, such as the Internet, the number
of applications in which encryption is being used is growing significantly. One such
example is broadcast encryption.
The main parties in a broadcast encryption scheme are the broadcast
center and a set of users, all connected to an insecure broadcast channel. The
goal of a broadcast encryption scheme is to allow the broadcast center to securely
communicate with a subset of all users. The subset of users will vary according to
the particular application. For example, in satellite/cable pay TV pplications, the
subset of users can be those users who subscribed and paid for a particular service
or program. Because the number of users can be incredibly large, the scalability
of solution is crucial in the design of these schemes.
Other examples of applications in which encryption is often used are
threshold encryption and key distribution.
I.A.6

Provable Security
A very common paradigm used in modern cryptography for designing

protocols is to build on top of existing cryptographic primitives, whose security
properties are well-defined and well-understood. Such cryptographic primitives
usually solve very specific problems and are hard to find in practice. The security
of these primitives, however, is not usually the main part of the security analysis
of a protocol. Most often, cryptographic protocols are broken not because the
security of the basic primitives got broken but because of the way in which these
primitives are used. That is exactly where provable security comes into play. It
enables us to provide a greater assurance of security, by proving that the scheme
meets formally defined objectives under a given model and the assumption that
the cryptographic primitives are secure.
A cryptographic scheme S based on a primitive P is said to be provably
secure if the security of P has been demonstrated to imply the security of S. More
precisely, we use this phrase when someone has formally defined the goals GP
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and GS for some primitive P and scheme S, respectively; and then has proven that
the existence of an adversary AS who breaks scheme S, in the sense of violating GS ,
implies the existence of an adversary AP who breaks primitive P , in the sense of
violating GP .
What provable security means is that as long as we are ready to believe
that P is secure, then there are no attacks on S. This obviates the need to consider
any specific cryptanalytic attacks on S.
Examples of candidates that can be used as basic cryptographic primitives
include pseudorandom generators and block ciphers as well as number-theoretic
functions such as the RSA one-way function.
I.A.7

Concrete Security
Although provable security can tell us when a scheme is secure, it does

not necessarily say how secure a scheme really is. For instance, when comparing
the security of different schemes, it might be helpful to know how tightly or loosely
related the security of these schemes is with respect to the security of their underlying primitives. A more quantitative approach to provable security may be more
desirable in these situations.
This concrete and quantitative approach to provable security is usually
called practice-oriented provable security and was developed by Bellare and Rogaway [15, 16]. The general idea is as follows. Let S be a cryptographic scheme
which makes use of a primitive P , and let AS be an adversary which attacks S.
When proving the security of S, one should convert the adversary AS attacking
S into an adversary AP which attacks the primitive P . Ideally, AP should use
the same computational resources as AS and, with this investment in resources,
AP should be just as successful in attacking the primitive P as AS was successful
in attacking the cryptographic scheme S. This way, “practical” attacks on P imply practical attacks on S, and so the assumed absence of practical attacks on P
implies the absence of practical attacks on S.
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To quantify how close we come to the ideal, we define the success probability of AP attacking P and the success probability of AS attacking S, and then
we give concrete formulas that show how AP ’s computational resources and success probability depend on AS ’s computational resources and success probability.
These formulas measure the demonstrated security. By giving explicit formulas,
we make statements which are more precise than those that are given in doing
asymptotic analyses of reductions.

I.B

Contributions
In this thesis, we design and analyze the security of several encryption

schemes both in the symmetric and asymmetric setting. Our main goal is to provide
schemes that are theoretically interesting, but are also efficient and practical.
We start by describing a new public-key encryption scheme based on
the Diffie-Hellman problem, which we call DHIES. It is a simple extension of the
ElGamal encryption scheme and is now in the draft standards of ANSI X9.63 [6]
and IEEE P1363a [50] and in the corporate standard SECG [71]. The scheme is as
efficient as ElGamal encryption, but has stronger security properties. Furthermore,
these security properties are proven to hold under appropriate assumptions on the
underlying primitive. DHIES is a Diffie-Hellman based scheme that combines a
symmetric encryption method, a message authentication code, and a hash function,
in addition to number-theoretic operations, in a way which is intended to provide
security against chosen-ciphertext attacks. The proofs of security are based on the
assumption that the underlying symmetric primitives are secure and on appropriate
assumptions about the Diffie-Hellman problem. The latter are interesting variants
of the customary assumptions on the Diffie-Hellman problem, and we investigate
relationships among them, and provide security lower bounds. Our proofs are in
the standard model; no random-oracle assumption is required. These results are
based on previous joint work with Mihir Bellare and Phillip Rogaway [2, 3].
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Next, we study re-keyed encryption schemes. These are schemes in which
shared keys are not used directly to encrypt messages, but rather used as a master
key to derive sub-keys, which are then used to encrypt messages. This is a commonly employed paradigm in computer security systems, about whose security
benefits users appear to have various expectations. Yet the security of these methods has not been systematically investigated. In this thesis, we provide concrete
security analyses of various re-keying mechanisms and their usage. We show that
re-keying does indeed “increase” security, effectively extending the lifetime of the
master key and bringing significant, provable security gains in practical situations.
We quantify the security provided by different re-keying processes as a function of
the security of the primitives they use, thereby enabling a user to choose between
different re-keying processes given the constraints of some application. These results are based on a previous joint work with Mihir Bellare [1].
Finally, we examine the problem of secure communication in the broadcast model. In this model, a user, called the broadcast center, wants to communicate securely with a set of users (the target set) over an insecure broadcast
channel. This problem occurs in two application domains: satellite/cable pay TV,
and the Internet MBone. In these systems, the parameters of major concern are
the number of key transmissions, and the number of keys held by each receiver.
In the Internet domain, previous schemes suggest building a separate key tree for
each multicast program, thus incurring a setup cost of at least k log k per program
for target sets of size k. In the pay TV domain, a single key structure is used for all
programs, but known theoretical bounds show that either very long transmissions
are required, or that each receiver needs to keep prohibitively many keys.
We propose broadcast encryption schemes that are targeted at both domains. Our schemes maintain a single key structure that requires each receiver to
keep only a logarithmic number of establishment keys for its entire lifetime, while
admitting low numbers of transmissions. In order to achieve these goals, we allow
a controlled number of users outside the target set to occasionally receive the mul-
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ticast. This relaxation is appropriate for many scenarios in which the encryption
is used to force consumers to pay for a service, rather than to withhold sensitive
information. For this purpose, we introduce f -redundant establishment key allocations, which guarantee that the total number of recipients is no more than f
times the number of intended recipients. We measure the performance of such
schemes by the number of key transmissions they require, by their redundancy f ,
and by the probability that a user outside the target set will be able to decrypt
the multicast. We prove a new lower bound, present several new establishment
key allocations, and evaluate our schemes’ performance by extensive simulation.
These results are based on previous joint work with Yuval Shavitt and Avishai
Wool [4, 5].

Chapter II

Efficient public-key encryption
schemes
Over the last decade, several schemes for public-key encryption have been
proposed in the literature. Most of them, however, either lack a proof of security or
are very inneficient. To overcome this problem and be able to create efficient, provably secure, encryption schemes, some researchers make use of a idealized model,
the Random Oracle model, in which hash functions are modeled as public random
oracles. A proof of security in this enriched model is then seen as an (heuristic)
security assurance in the standard model, based on the thesis that the instantiation
of these oracles by cryptographic hash functions would not compromise the overall
security. More recently, however, some concerns about the use of the RO model
have been raised and the construction of efficient schemes which can be proven
secure in the standard model has become of major interest.
This chapter describes a Diffie-Hellman based encryption scheme, DHIES
(formerly named DHES and DHAES), which is now in several (draft) standards.
The scheme is as efficient as ElGamal encryption, but has stronger security properties. Furthermore, these security properties are proven to hold under appropriate assumptions on the underlying primitive. DHIES is a Diffie-Hellman based
scheme that combines a symmetric encryption method, a message authentication
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code, and a hash function, in addition to number-theoretic operations, in a way
which is intended to provide security against chosen-ciphertext attacks. The proofs
of security are based on the assumption that the underlying symmetric primitives
are secure and on appropriate assumptions about the Diffie-Hellman problem. The
latter are interesting variants of the customary assumptions on the Diffie-Hellman
problem, and we investigate relationships among them, and provide security lower
bounds. Our proofs are in the standard model; no random-oracle assumption is
required. These results are based on previous joint work with Mihir Bellare and
Phillip Rogaway [2, 3].

II.A

Introduction
This chapter describes a method for encrypting strings using the Diffie-

Hellman assumption. We are concerned with the “details” of Diffie-Hellman based
encryption — how a message should be “packaged” in order to best exploit the
group operations (e.g., modular exponentiation) which are at the core of a DiffieHellman based encryption.
The method we suggest is called DHIES, standing for “Diffie-Hellman
Integrated Encryption Scheme”. It is a simple extension of the ElGamal encryption
scheme and is now in the draft standards of ANSI X9.63 and IEEE P1363a [6, 50]
and in the corporate standard SECG [71]. The scheme was formerly known as
DHES and as DHAES. It is all the same scheme.
DHIES uses symmetric encryption, message authentication, and hashing.
This may seem like a lot of cryptography beyond the group operation, but it is
exactly this additional cryptography which ensures, by and large, that we get our
security guarantees.
The security analysis of DHIES requires some interesting new variants of
the Diffie-Hellman assumption. We look at relationships among these notions, and
we prove a complexity lower bound, in the generic model, about one of them.
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Background. DHIES is designed to be a natural extension of the ElGamal scheme, suitable in a variety of groups, and which enhanced ElGamal in
a couple of ways important to cryptographic practice. First, the scheme needs to
provide the capability of encrypting arbitrary bit strings (ElGamal requires that
message be a group element). And second, the scheme should be secure against
chosen-ciphertext attack (ElGamal is not). The above two goals have to be realized
without increasing the number of group operations for encryption and decryption,
and without increasing key sizes relative to ElGamal. Within these constraints,
we want to provide the best possible provable-security analysis. But efficiency and
practicality of the scheme should not be sacrificed in order to reduce assumptions.
The approach above is somewhat in contrast to related schemes in the
literature. More typical is to fix an assumption and then strive to find the lowest cost scheme which can be proven secure under that assumption. Examples of
work in this style are that of Cramer and Shoup [30] and that of Shoup [76], who
start from the decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption, and then try to find the best
scheme they can that will resist chosen-ciphertext attack under this assumption.
In fact, the latter can also be proved secure in the random oracle model based on
the weaker computational Diffie-Hellman assumption. These schemes are remarkable, but their costs are about double that of ElGamal, which is already enough to
dampen some practical interest. A somewhat different approach was taken by Fujisaki and Okamoto [39], starting from weaker asymmetric and symmetric schemes
to construct a stronger hybrid asymmetric scheme. Their scheme can be quite
practical, but the proof of security relies heavily on the use of random oracles.
The DHIES scheme uses a hash function. In [17], a claim is made that
DHIES should achieve plaintext awareness if this hash function is modeled as a
public random oracle and one assumes the computational Diffie-Hellman assumption. In fact, technical problems would seem to thwart any possibility of pushing
through such a result.
Our approach. DHIES is a very “natural” scheme. (See Section II.C
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for its definition.) The method follows standard ideas and practice. Intuitively, it
is secure. Yet it seems difficult to prove security under existing assumptions about
the Diffie-Hellman problem.
This situation seems to arise frequently. It seems often to be the case
that we think certain methods are good, but we don’t know how to prove that
they are good starting from “standard” assumptions. We suggest that what we
are seeing with DHIES is a manifestation of hardness properties of Diffie-Hellman
problems which just haven’t been made explicit so far.
In this chapter, we capture some of these hardness properties as formal
assumptions. We will then show how DHIES can then be proven secure under
these assumptions. Then we further explore these assumptions by studying their
complexity in the generic model [75], and by studying how the assumptions relate
to one other.
Related work. As we have indicated, the DHIES scheme first appears
in [17]. No proof appears in that work. It was suggested that a proof of plaintext
awareness [15, 9] could be achieved under the random-oracle model. However, no
such proof has appeared, and technical difficulties would seem to bar it.
DHIES is now embodied in three (draft) standards [6, 50, 71]. All of
these assume an elliptic curve group of prime order. To harmonize our work with
those standards, and to simplify complexity assumptions, we shall assume the the
underlying group in which we work has prime order. When working with a group
whose order is not prime a minor change can be made to the protocol so that it
will still be correct. Namely, the value g u should be fed into the hash function H.
Zheng and Seberry [83] have proposed an ElGamal-based scheme that
uses universal one-way hash functions. Security of their scheme is not supported
by proofs in the reductionist sense of modern cryptography. Lim and Lee [55] have
pointed out that in some of the cryptosystems proposed in [83], the method of
adding authentication capability may fail just under known plaintext attacks. A
submission to IEEE P1363a based on [83] has been made by Zheng [82].
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Another contemporaneous suggestion was proposed by Johnson, Matyas,
and Peyravian [51]. Assume that the message M already contains some redundancy
(e.g., some number of fixed bits) and unpredictability (e.g., random bits have been
embedded in M ). Then to asymmetrically encrypt M , [51] suggest to subject it
to 4 rounds of a Feistel network based on a function H, thereby obtaining a new
string M 0 . Encrypt, using an arbitrary encryption primitive, an arbitrary piece
of M 0 . It is plausible that if H is modeled as a random function then the above
approach can be proven sound.
Cramer and Shoup describe an encryption scheme based on the decisional
Diffie-Hellman problem which achieves provable security against adaptive chosenciphertext attack [30]. They prove their scheme secure under the decisional DiffieHellman assumption (and a collision-intractable hash function), or, in the randomoracle model, under the ordinary Diffie-Hellman assumption [74]. Their scheme
is more costly than ours in terms of key sizes, encryption time, and decryption
time (in particular, encryption takes five exponentiations), but the scheme is still
practical.
The notions of indistinguishability and semantic security, and their equivalence under chosen-plaintext attack is due to [44]. The notion of chosen-ciphertext
security that we use is due to [68]. Equivalences are further investigated by [9].
Note that the form of chosen-ciphertext security we use is the “strong” form, called
CCA2 in [9].
Outline. To specify our scheme in a compact and precise way, we first
specify in Section II.B the “syntax” of an asymmetric encryption scheme and what
it means for it to be secure. We also specify in Section II.B the syntax of the types
of primitives which our asymmetric encryption scheme employs along with their
security definitions. The specification of DHIES is then given in Section II.C and
its attributes and advantages are discussed in Section II.D.
The security of DHIES relies on variants of the Diffie-Hellman problem,
which we introduce in Section II.E. More specifically, we formalize three new
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Diffie-Hellman assumptions (though one of them, the hash Diffie-Hellman assumption, is essentially folklore). The assumptions are the hash Diffie-Hellman assumption (HDH), the oracle Diffie-Hellman assumption (ODH), and the strong
Diffie-Hellman assumption (SDH). The HDH and ODH assumptions measure the
sense in which a hash function H is “independent” of the underlying Diffie-Hellman
problem. One often hears intuition asserting that two primitives are independent.
Here is one way to define this. The SDH assumption formalizes, in a simple manner, that the “only” way to compute a value g uv from g v is to choose a value u and
compute (g v )u . The definitions for both ODH and SDH have oracles which play a
central role.
Section II.F shows that DHIES is secure against chosen-plaintext attacks.
The HDH assumption is what is required to show this. In Section II.G, we show
that DHIES is secure against chosen-ciphertext attacks. The ODH assumption is
what is required to show this. Of course this means that DHIES is also secure
against chosen-plaintext attacks [9] based on the ODH assumption, but in fact we
can prove the latter using the HDH assumption (although we do not show it here),
a much weaker one.
These two results make additional cryptographic assumptions: in the case
of chosen-plaintext attacks, the security of the symmetric encryption scheme; in
the case of chosen-ciphertext attacks, the security of the symmetric encryption
scheme and the security of the message authentication code. But the particular
assumptions made about these primitives are extremely weak.
The ODH assumption is somewhat technical; SDH is rather simpler. In
Section II.H, we show that, in the random-oracle model, the SDH assumption implies the ODH assumption. A lower bound for the difficulty of the SDH assumption
in the generic model of Shoup [75] is also given in Section II.H. This rules out a
large class of efficient attacks.
Following works such as [15, 16], we take a concrete, quantitative approach for all of the results above.
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II.B

Definitions

II.B.1

Represented groups
DHIES makes use of a finite cyclic group G = hgi. (This notation in-

dicates that G is generated by the group element g.) We will use multiplicative
notation for the group operation. So, for u ∈ N, g u denotes the group element of

G that results from multiplying u copies of g. Naturally, g 0 names the identity

element of G. Note that, if u ∈ N, then, by Lagrange’s theorem, g u = g u mod |G| .
Algorithms which operate on G will be given string representations of
elements in G. We thus require an injective map

: G → {0, 1}gLen associated to G,

where gLen is some number (the length of the representation of group elements).
Similarly, when a number i ∈ N is an input to, or output of, an algorithm, it
must be appropriately encoded, say in binary. We assume all necessary encoding
methods are fixed, and do not normally write the

operators.

Any “reasonable” group supports a variety of computationally feasible
group operations. Of particular interest is there being an algorithm ↑ which takes
(the representations of) a group element x and a number i and computes (the
representation of) xi . For clarity, we write this operator in infix, so that (x) ↑ (i)

returns xi . We will call the tuple G = (G, g, , ↑) a represented group.
II.B.2

Message Authentication Codes
Let Message = {0, 1}∗ and let mKey = {0, 1}mLen for some number mLen.

Let Tag = {0, 1}tLen for some number tLen (a superset of the possible tags). A
message authentication code is a pair of algorithms MAC = (T , V). Algorithm T
(the MAC generation algorithm) takes a key k ∈ mKey and a message x ∈ Message
and returns a string T (k, x). This string is called the tag. Algorithm V (the
MAC verification algorithm) takes a key k ∈ mKey, a message x ∈ Message, and
a purported tag τ ∈ Tag. It returns a bit V(k, x, τ ) ∈ {0, 1}, with 0 indicating
that the message was rejected (deemed unauthentic) and 1 indicating that the
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message was accepted (deemed authentic). We require that for all k ∈ mKey and
x ∈ Message, V(k, x, T (k, x)) = 1. The first argument of either algorithm may be
written as a subscript.
Security. The security of a MAC is defined by an experiment in which
we first choose a random key k ∈ mKey and then give an adversary F a Tk (·)

oracle, we say that F ’s output (x∗ , τ ∗ ) is unasked if τ ∗ is not the response of the
Tk (·) oracle to an earlier query of x∗ . Our definition of MAC security follows.
Definition II.B.1 Let MAC = (T , V) be a message authentication scheme and
let F be an adversary. Consider the experiment
suf -cma
experiment ExpMAC,F
R

k ← mKey

(x∗ , τ ∗ ) ← F Tk (·),Vk (·,·)

if Vk (x∗ , τ ∗ ) = 1 and τ ∗ was never returned by Tk (·) in response to query x∗

then return 1 else return 0
Now define the suf-cma-advantage of F as follows:
suf -cma
Advmac
MAC,F = Pr[ ExpMAC,F = 1 ] .

For any t, qt , µt , qv , and µt , we define the suf-cma-advantage of MAC as
mac
Advmac
MAC (t, qt , µt , qv , µv ) = max{ AdvMAC,F }
F

where the maximum is over all F with time-complexity t, making to the tag oracle
at most qt queries the sum of whose lengths is at most µt bits and making to the
verification oracle at most qv queries the sum of whose lengths is at most µv bits.
♦
We say adversary F has forged when, in the experiment above, it outputs
a pair (x∗ , τ ∗ ) such that Vk (x∗ , τ ∗ ) = 1 and (x∗ , τ ∗ ) was not previously obtained
via a query to the tag oracle.
This definition is stronger than the usual one as given in [11]. There,
one asks that the adversary not be able to produce MACs of new messages. Here
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we require additionally that the adversary not be able to generate new MACs
of old messages. However, if the MAC generation function is deterministic and
verification is done by simply re-computing the MAC (this is typically true) then
there is no difference.
Candidates. Candidate algorithms include HMAC [7] or the CBC MAC
(but only a version that is correct across messages of arbitrary length).
II.B.3

Symmetric Encryption
Let Message be as before, and let eKey = {0, 1}eLen , for some number

eLen. Let Ciphertext = {0, 1}∗ (a superset of all possible ciphertexts). Let Coins be
a synonym for {0, 1}∞ (the set of infinite strings). A symmetric encryption scheme

is a pair of algorithms SYM = (E, D). Algorithm E (the encryption algorithm)
takes a key k ∈ eKey, a plaintext x ∈ Message, and coins r ∈ Coins, and returns
ciphertext E(k, x, r). Algorithm D (the decryption algorithm) takes a key k ∈
eKey and a purported ciphertext y ∈ Ciphertext, and returns a value D(k, y) ∈
Message ∪ {BAD}. We require that for all x ∈ Message, k ∈ Key, and r ∈ Coins,
D(k, E(k, x, r)) = x. Usually we omit mentioning the coins of E, thinking of
E as a probabilistic algorithm, or thinking of E(k, x) as the induced probability
space. A return value of BAD from D is intended to indicate that the ciphertext
was regarded as “invalid” (it is not the encryption of any plaintext). The first
argument of either algorithm may be written as a subscript.
Security. Security of a symmetric encryption scheme is defined as in [8],
in turn an adaptation of the notion of polynomial security as given in [44, 61]. We
imagine an adversary A that runs in two stages. During either stage the adversary
may query an encryption oracle E(k, ·) which, on input x, returns E(k, x, r) for a
randomly chosen r. In the adversary’s find stage it endeavors to come up with a
pair of equal-length messages, x0 and x1 , whose encryptions it wants to try to tell
apart. It also retains some state information s. In the adversary’s guess stage it
is given a random ciphertext y for one of the plaintexts x0 , x1 , together with the
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saved state s. The adversary “wins” if it correctly identifies which plaintext goes
with y. The encryption scheme is “good” if “reasonable” adversaries can’t win
significantly more than half the time.
Definition II.B.2 [8] Let SYM = (E, D) be a symmetric encryption scheme and
let A be an adversary. Consider the experiment
ind-cpa-fg
experiment ExpSYM,A
R

k ← eKey

(x0 , x1 , s) ← AE(k,·) (find)
R

b ← {0, 1}
y ← E(k, xb )

e
b ← AE(k,·) (guess, y, s)

if eb = b then return 1 else return 0

Now define the ind-cpa-advantage of A in the find-and-guess notion as follows:
ind-cpa-fg
ind-cpa-fg
AdvSYM,A
= 2 · Pr[ ExpSYM,A
= 1] − 1

if A is legitimate, and 0 otherwise. For any t, q, and µ, we define the ind-cpaadvantage of SYM as
ind-cpa-fg
ind-cpa-fg
}
(t, q, µ) = max{ AdvSYM,A
AdvSYM
A

where the maximum is over all A with time-complexity t, making to the encryption
oracle at most q queries the sum of whose lengths is at most µ bits.

♦

It is understood that, above, A must output x0 and x1 with |x0 | = |x1 |.
The multiplication by 2 and subtraction by 1 are just scaling factors, to make a
numeric value of 0 correspond to no advantage and a numeric value of 1 correspond
to perfect advantage. As a reminder, “time-complexity” is the maximum execution
time of the experiment Expind-cpa-fg plus the size of the code for A, all in some
SYM,A

fixed RAM model of computation.
Candidates. One candidate algorithms for the symmetric encryption
are CBC encryption and Vernam cipher encryption.
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II.B.4

Asymmetric Encryption
Let Coins, Message, Ciphertext be as before and let PK ⊆ {0, 1}∗ and

SK ⊆ {0, 1}∗ be sets of strings. An asymmetric encryption scheme is a three-tuple
of algorithms ASYM = (E, D, K). The encryption algorithm E takes a public key
pk ∈ PK, a plaintext x ∈ Message, and coins r ∈ Coins, and returns a ciphertext
y = E(k, x, r). The decryption algorithm D takes a secret key sk ∈ SK and a
ciphertext y ∈ Ciphertext, and returns a plaintext D(sk, y) ∈ Message ∪ {BAD}.
The key generation algorithm K takes coins r ∈ Coins and returns a pair (pk, sk) ∈
PK × SK. We require that for all (pk, sk) which can be output by K, for all
x ∈ Message and r ∈ Coins, we have that D(sk, E(pk, x, r)) = x. The first argument
to E and D may be written as a subscript.
Privacy against chosen-plaintext attack. Our treatment mimics
the find-then-guess notion of [8] and follows [44, 61, 42]. The definition is similar
to Definition II.B.2, so we state it without further discussion.
Definition II.B.3 Let ASYM = (E, D, K) be an asymmetric encryption scheme
and let A an adversary. Consider the experiment
ind-cpa-fg
experiment ExpASYM,A

(sk, pk) ← K
(x0 , x1 , s) ← A(find, pk)
R

b ← {0, 1}
y ← E pk (xb )

e
b ← A(guess, pk, y, s)

if eb = b then return 1 else return 0

Now define the ind-cpa-advantage of A in the find-and-guess notion as follows:
ind-cpa-fg
ind-cpa-fg
= 1] − 1
= 2 · Pr[ ExpASYM,A
AdvASYM,A

if A is legitimate, and 0 otherwise. For any t, we define the ind-cpa-advantage of
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ASYM as
ind-cpa-fg
-cpa-fg
AdvASYM
(t, c) = max{ Advind
ASYM,A }
A

where the maximum is over all A with time-complexity t and whose challenge has
length at most c bits.

♦

Privacy against adaptive chosen-ciphertext attack. The definition of chosen-ciphertext security of an asymmetric encryption scheme is very
similar to that given in Definition II.B.3. The difference is that here the adversary
is given access to a decryption oracle in both stages. So we state it without further
discussion.
Definition II.B.4 Let ASYM = (E, D, K) be an asymmetric encryption scheme
and let A an adversary for its chosen-ciphertext security. Consider the experiment
ind-cca-fg
experiment ExpASYM,A

(sk, pk) ← K

(x0 , x1 , s) ← ADsk (find, pk)
R

b ← {0, 1}
y ← E pk (xb )

e
b ← ADsk (guess, pk, y, s)

if eb = b then return 1 else return 0

Now define the ind-cca-advantage of A in the find-and-guess notion as follows:
ind-cca-fg
ind-cca-fg
AdvASYM,A
= 2 · Pr[ ExpASYM,A
= 1] − 1

if A is legitimate, and 0 otherwise. For any t, we define the ind-cpa-advantage of
ASYM as
-cpa-fg
ind-cpa-fg
(t, c) = max{ Advind
AdvASYM
ASYM,A }
A

where the maximum is over all A with time-complexity t, making to the decryption
oracle at most q queries the sum of whose lengths is at most µ bits.

♦
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Figure II.1: Encrypting with the scheme DHIES. We use the symmetric encryption
algorithm, E, of SYM; the MAC generation algorithm, T , of MAC; and a hash
function, H. The shaded rectangles comprise the ciphertext.

II.C

The Scheme DHIES
This section recalls the DHIES scheme. Refer to Figure II.1 for a pictorial

representation of encryption under DHIES, and Figure II.2 for the formal definition
of the algorithm. Let us explain the scheme in reference to those descriptions.
Let G = (G, g, , ↑) be a represented group, where group elements are
represented by strings of gLen bits. Let SYM = (E, D) be a symmetric encryption
scheme with key length eLen, and let MAC = (T , V) be a message authentication code with key length mLen and tag length tLen. Let H : {0, 1}gLen →
{0, 1}mLen+eLen be a function. From these primitives we define the asymmetric
encryption scheme DHIES = (E, D, K). We will write DHIES [[G, SYM, MAC, H]]
whenever we want to explicitly indicate the dependency of DHIES on its associated
primitives. The component algorithms of DHIES are defined in Figure II.2.
Each user’s public key and secret key is exactly the same as with the
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ElGamal scheme: g v and v, respectively, for a randomly chosen v. (Here we
will not bother to distinguish group elements and their bit-string representations.)
To send a user an encrypted message we choose a random u and compute an
“ephemeral public key,” g u . Including g u in the ciphertext provides an “implicit”
Diffie-Hellman key exchange: the sender and receiver will both be able to compute
the “secret value” g uv . We pass g uv to the hash function H and parse the result
into two pieces: a MAC key, macKey, and an encryption key, encKey. We symmetrically encrypt the message we wish to send with the encryption key, and we
MAC the resulting ciphertext using the MAC key. The ciphertext consists of the
ephemeral public key, the symmetrically encrypted plaintext, and the authentication tag generated by the MAC.
The group G is of prime order. We henceforth assume that |G| is
prime. This is extremely important to ensure the security of DHIES or otherwise
the scheme could be malleable. The reason stems from the fact that in groups where
|G| is not a prime (e.g., Z∗p ), g uv and g v together might not uniquely determine g u .
0

That is, there may exist two values u and u0 such that u 6= u0 but g uv = g u v . As

a result, both u and u0 would produce two different valid ciphertexts for the same
0

0

plaintext. Therefore, if one can compute g u , given g u and g v , such that g uv = g u v
holds with high probability, then we would break the scheme in the malleability
sense. To prevent such attacks in groups not of prime order (e.g., Z∗p ), one should
feed g u to H.

II.D

Attributes and Advantages of DHIES
To explain the problem which DHIES solves, and the sense in which it

solves this problem, let us back up and provide a bit of background.
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algorithm K
begin
v ← {1, . . . , |G|} ; pk ← g ↑ v ; sk ← v
return (pk, sk)
end

algorithm E(pk, M )
begin
u ← {1, . . . , |G|}
X ← pk ↑ u
U ←g↑u
hash ← H(X)
macKey ← hash[1 .. mLen]
encKey ← hash[mLen + 1 ..
mLen + eLen]
encM ← E(encKey, M )
tag ← T (macKey, M )
EM ← U k encM k tag
return EM
end

algorithm D(sk, EM )
begin
U k encM k tag ← EM
X ← U ↑ sk
hash ← H(X)
macKey ← hash[1 .. mLen]
encKey ← hash[mLen + 1 ..
mLen + eLen]
if V(macKey, encM , tag) = 0
then return BAD
M ← D(encKey, encM )
return M
end

Figure II.2: The scheme DHIES = (E, D, K), where: SYM = (E, D) is a symmetric
encryption scheme using keys of length eLen; MAC = (T , V) is a message authentication code with keys of length mLen and tags of length tLen; G = (G, g, , ↑) is
a represented group whose group elements encoded by strings of length gLen; and
H : {0, 1}gLen → {0, 1}eLen+mLen .
II.D.1

Encrypting with Diffie-Hellman: The ElGamal Scheme
Let G be a finite cyclic group, say G = Zp∗ , the multiplicative group

of integers modulo a (large) prime p. We’ll denote the group operation of G
multiplicatively, so that repeated multiplication is represented by exponentiation.
Let g be a generator for G; that is, the elements of G are {g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g |G| }. Fix
such a group G and its generator g. All multiplications (or exponentiations, which
is just shorthand for repeated multiplication) will be performed in G.
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Diffie and Hellman suggested that two parties communicating over a channel subject to (passive) eavesdropping could come to share a secret key as follows [32]. The first party chooses a random number u ∈ {1, . . . , |G|} and sends g u
to the second party. The second party chooses a random number v ∈ {1, . . . , |G|}

and sends g v to the first party. The shared key is declared to be g uv , which the

first party can calculate as (g v )u and the second party can calculate at (g u )v .
Roughly said, the Diffie-Hellman assumption for G asserts that an adversary who sees g u and g v (for a random u, v) cannot compute g uv .
ElGamal [35] explained how to adapt the above to give a public key
encryption method. The intended receiver of an encrypted message has a public
key which specifies g v (where v was chosen randomly from {1, . . . , |G|}). The
sender wants to send to that receiver a ciphertext C which is the encryption of a
message M . We assume M ∈ G. The sender computes C by choosing a random u

(again in {1, . . . , |G|}) and transmitting C = (g u , M · g uv ). Knowing v, the receiver

can compute g uv = (g u )v from C and then multiply M · g uv by the inverse of g uv
to recover M .
II.D.2

Deficiencies of ElGamal Encryption
We highlight a number of issues arising from the encryption method we

have just described.
1. Limited message space. First there was the assumption that M ∈ G.
Messages are naturally regarded as bit strings, not group elements. Often there
will be a natural embedding of some bit strings into group elements, but that may
fall short of all potential messages.
2. May not provide good privacy. As Goldwasser and Micali explain and
formalize in [44], a good encryption scheme should do more than make it infeasible
for an adversary to decrypt: the scheme should conceal from an adversary mounting
a passive attack “any” information about the plaintext. For example, it should
not be possible to determine even one bit of the plaintext given the ciphertext.
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This property has been defined in several ways which have been shown to be
equivalent [44], including a definitions known as “indistinguishability” and one
known as “semantic security.”
Even in groups for which one anticipates using ElGamal encryption, the
ElGamal encryption does not achieve semantic security. For example, when the
scheme is implemented in the group G = Z∗p , there are attacks showing that some
information about the plaintext can be determined from the ciphertext. See below
the description of one such attack.
It is possible to guarantee the semantic security of ElGamal encryption
if it is done in special groups, and if we make a stronger assumption about the
Diffie-Hellman problem. Specifically, the order of the group should be prime (note
the order of Z∗p is p − 1 which is not prime) and we make the decisional DiffieHellman assumption, which says that it is infeasible to distinguish the following
two distributions: (g u , g v , g uv ), for a random u and v, and (g u , g v , g z ), for a random
u,v, and z. This is a very strong assumption.
It would be preferable to have a scheme which worked in any group where
the Diffie-Hellman problem is hard, and one which was guaranteed to achieve
semantic security under a weaker number-theoretic assumption.
3. We want more than basic privacy. For an encryption scheme to be
a maximally useful tool in the design of higher-level protocols it should actually
do more than shield information about the plaintext in the presence of a passive
attack. Stronger goals include non-malleability [31] and chosen-ciphertext security [66, 68]. Informally, non-malleability means that an adversary cannot mutate
one ciphertext into a related one. Chosen-ciphertext security means that an adversary cannot break an encryption scheme even if it can cause some ciphertexts
to be decrypted. ElGamal encryption achieves neither of these “beyond semantic
security” goals: it is easy to see that the scheme is malleable and also insecure
under a chosen-ciphertext attack. (See below).
We are finding that uses of encryption in cryptographic practice relies
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more and more on the scheme meeting these “beyond semantic security” goals.
For example, the designers of SET (Secure Electronic Transactions) mandated the
use of an encryption scheme which achieves more than semantic security. This
was necessary, in the sense that the SET protocols would be w rong if instantiated by a primitive which achieves only semantic security, and to design SET-like
protocols using a primitive which achieves only semantic security would seem to
yield more complicated protocols. As a second example, Bleichenbacher [20] has
shown that encryption under RSA PKCS #1 v1.5 [67] is vulnerable to chosenciphertext attack, and he goes on to demonstrate how this leads to an attack on
SSL 3.0. Because schemes which achieve “only” semantic security are so easily
misused by protocol designers, we believe it is highly desirable that standardized
schemes achieve “beyond semantic security” goals, particularly non-malleability
and chosen-ciphertext security.
Attacks on the ElGamal Scheme
ElGamal encryption fails to achieve strong notions of security, such as
non-malleability and chosen-ciphertext security, in any represented group. In fact,
it does not even achieves semantic security in some groups, such as Z∗p . To support
these claims, we here provide the reader with examples of attacks on the ElGamal
scheme.
The first of these attacks against the ElGamal scheme shows that it is
not semantically secure when Z∗p is the underlying group of G, p is a prime, and g is
a generator. The attack is based on the fact that we can check whether a number
x ∈ Z∗p is a square or not in polynomial time by computing the value x(p−1)/2 mod p,
which is 1 if x is a quadratic residue mod p and -1, otherwise. In the find stage,
we choose two messages in Z∗p , one which is a square and one which is not. In the
guess stage, we first check whether g u and g v are square. We know that g uv is a
non-square if and only if both g u and g v are non-square. Then, knowing this, we
can tell which message was encrypted by checking whether the encrypted message
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M · g uv is a square or not. That is, if g uv is a square, then M · g uv is a square if

and only if M is a square. If g uv is a non-square, then M · g uv is a square if and

only if M is a non-square.
In order to provide a malleability attack against the ElGamal scheme,
we can see that, given a ciphertext EM = (g u , encM ) where encM = M · g uv ,

g by just modifying the second part
we can easily produce a valid ciphertext EM

g
of EM. That is, if we multiply encM by some value g k (k 6= 0) to obtain encM,
g = (g u , encM ) will be an encryption for a message
then the resulting ciphertext EM

f = M · g k because the value of g uv does not change in this case. Note that this
M

is not dependent on which group G is being used.

To provide a chosen-ciphertext attack against the ElGamal scheme, we
can show that we can obtain the plaintext for any given ciphertext. Let EM =
g be a point in G such that
(g u , encM ) be the challenge ciphertext. Let encM

g 6= encM and let M
f be the decryption of EM
g = (g u , encM).
g
encM
As we know that
uv
f = encM/g
g
M
, we can compute g uv and then encM/g uv , which is the decryption

of EM .
II.D.3

Overcoming Deficiencies in ElGamal Encryption: DHIES
The scheme we have presented, DHIES, does Diffie-Hellman based en-

cryption in a way which overcomes the limitations enumerated above, but without
significant increase in cost compared to ElGamal. Key characteristics and advantages of DHIES include the following.
1. Basic privacy — Proven in the sense of provable security. Roughly
said, to achieve semantic security we assume the existence of a function H : G →

{0, 1}∗ such that hg u , g v , H(g uv )i looks like a pair of random group elements together with a random string. For non-trivial functions H this assumption —that

H is hard-core for the Diffie-Hellman problem on G— would seem to be weaker
than decisional Diffie-Hellman. We prove that under this assumption, our scheme
achieves semantic security. For reasonable choices of H, this assumption would
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seem to hold for any group one would imagine using, not just particular groups.
2. Beyond basic privacy: non-malleability and chosen-ciphertext security
— proven in the sense of provable security. We prove that our scheme is secure
against adaptive chosen-ciphertext attacks. This is proved under an assumption
called the Oracle Diffie-Hellman assumption, and assuming the underlying MAC
and encryption schemes are secure. It is shown in [9, 34] that security under adaptive chosen-ciphertext attack implies non-malleability, so that property is achieved
automatically.
3. No random oracles. The proofs here do not appeal to the random
oracle model. They are all in the standard model. This addresses concerns that
have been raised about this model [26].
4. Efficiency. The efficiency of ElGamal encryption is preserved: the cost
of encryption is essentially the same as with ElGamal encryption: two exponentiations to encrypt, one to decrypt. For encryption, both of these exponentiations can
be off-line, meaning that they can be done even before the message M is known.
The length of ciphertexts and the public key is the same as in ElGamal.
5. Versatile instantiation — The group. We allow considerable versatility
in instantiating DHIES. First, the group G in which we perform our operations
can be essentially any group in which our version of the Diffie-Hellman assumption
is reasonable. It could be Zp∗ , or a subgroup of Zn∗ , or an elliptic curve group (in
which case the group operation is usually written additively, so what we have
been denoting g u would be written multiplicatively, as ug). Our proofs assume no
algebraic structure for G beyond its being a finite cyclic group.
6. Versatile instantiation — Ancillary primitives. Cryptography beyond
the group operations is performed using generic primitives. We employ primitives
for symmetric encryption, message authentication, and hashing. For achieving
semantic security, the underlying symmetric encryption and hashing schemes must
meet weak, formalized assumptions. For achieving non-malleability and chosenciphertext security the encryption scheme and message authentication code must
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meet weak, formalized assumptions, while the hash function is modeled by a public
random oracle.
7. Arbitrary message space. Finally, messages to be encrypted are arbitrary bit strings; messages are not restricted in length or content.

II.E

Diffie-Hellman Assumptions
This section specifies five versions of the Diffie-Hellman assumption. The

first two are standard (included here only for completeness); the next one is
straightforward/folklore; and the last assumptions are new.
Computational Diffie-Hellman assumption: CDH. We refer to
the “standard” Diffie-Hellman assumption as the computational Diffie-Hellman assumption, CDH. It states that given g u and g v , where u, v were drawn at random
from {1, . . . , |G|}, it is hard to compute g uv . Under the computational DiffieHellman assumption it might well be possible for the adversary to compute something interesting about g uv given g u and g v ; for example, the adversary might be
able to compute the most significant bit, or even half of the bits. This makes
the assumption too weak to directly use in typical applications. For example, the
ElGamal scheme is not semantically secure given only this assumption.
Definition II.E.1 [Computational Diffie-Hellman: CDH] Let G = (G, g, ,
↑) be a represented group and let A be an adversary. Consider the experiment
experiment Expcdh
G,A
R

u ← {1, . . . , |G|} ; U ← g u
R

v ← {1, . . . , |G|} ; V ← g v
Z ← A(U, V )

if Z = g uv then b ← 1 else b ← 0
return b
Now define the advantage of A in violating the computational Diffie-Hellman as-
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sumption as
cdh
Advcdh
G,A = Pr[ ExpG,A = 1 ] .

♦

Decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption: DDH. A stronger assumption that has been gaining popularity is the decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption, DDH. (For a nice discussion, see Boneh’s survey [24].) It states, roughly,
that the distributions (g u , g v , g uv ) and (g u , g v , g w ) are computationally indistinguishable when u, v, w are drawn at random from {1, . . . , |G|}. This assumption
can only hold in a group G whose order does not contain small prime factors (e.g.,
subgroup of order q of Z∗p for large primes p and q). In such groups the assumption
suffices to prove the semantic security of the ElGamal scheme.
Definition II.E.2 [Decisional Diffie-Hellman: DDH] Let G = (G, g, , ↑) be
a represented group and let A be an adversary. Consider the experiments
ddh-real
experiment ExpG,A
R

u ← {1, . . . , |G|} ; U ← g u
R

v ← {1, . . . , |G|} ; V ← g v

ddh-rand
experiment ExpG,A
R

u ← {1, . . . , |G|} ; U ← g u
R

v ← {1, . . . , |G|} ; V ← g v
R

Z ← g uv

z ← {1, . . . , |G|} ; Z ← g z

b ← A(U, V, Z)

b ← A(U, V, Z)

return b

return b

Now define the advantage of A in violating the decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption as
ddh-real
ddh-rand
Advddh
= 1 ] − Pr[ ExpG,A
= 1] .
G,A = Pr[ ExpG,A

♦

The assumption we make to prove security for DHIES under chosenplaintext attack is weaker than DDH but stronger than CDH. It is called the hash
Diffie-Hellman assumption, HDH. To prove the security of DHIES under chosenciphertext attacks, we will make stronger versions of the Hash Diffie-Hellman assumptions which say the assumption is true even when the adversary has additional power in the form of oracles giving certain kinds of information about other,
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independent Diffie-Hellman keys. The precise formulation of all three of our assumptions is below, and they are followed by a discussion on the choice of hash
functions suitable for these assumptions.
Hash Diffie-Hellman assumption: HDH. As indicated above, semantic security of a Diffie-Hellman-based scheme requires that we be able to get
some number of “hard-core” bits from the Diffie-Hellman key, namely key derived
bits that cannot be distinguished from random bits. Our assumption is that applying a suitable hash function H to g uv will yield such bits. The assumption we
make, called the Hash Diffie-Hellman assumption, HDH, is a “composite” one—it
concerns the interaction between a hash function H and the group operations in G.
Here is the definition.
Definition II.E.3 [Hash Diffie-Hellman: HDH] Let G = (G, g, , ↑) be a

represented group, let hLen be a number, let H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}hLen , and let A
be an adversary. Consider the experiments
hdh-real
experiment ExpG,H,A
R

u ← {1, . . . , |G|} ; U ← g u
R

v ← {1, . . . , |G|} ; V ← g v

hdh-rand
experiment ExpG,H,A
R

u ← {1, . . . , |G|} ; U ← g u
R

v ← {1, . . . , |G|} ; V ← g v
R

Z ← H(g uv )

Z ← {0, 1}hLen

b ← A(U, V, Z)

b ← A(U, V, Z)

return b

return b

Now define the advantage of A in violating the hash Diffie-Hellman assumption as
hdh-real
hdh-rand
= 1 ] − Pr[ ExpG,H,A
= 1] .
Advhdh
G,H,A = Pr[ ExpG,H,A

♦

The decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption says that g uv looks like a random group element, even if you know g u and g v . The hash Diffie-Hellman assumption says that H(g uv ) looks like a random string, even if you know g u and g v . So
if you set H to be the identity function you almost recover the decisional DiffieHellman assumption (the difference being that in one case you get a random group
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element and in the other you get a random string). When H is a cryptographic
hash function, like SHA-1 [72], the hash Diffie-Hellman assumption would seem to
be a much weaker assumption than the decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption.
We now move on to some more novel assumptions.
Oracle Diffie-Hellman assumption: ODH. Suppose we provide an
adversary A with g v and an oracle Hv , which computes the function Hv (X) = X v .
Think of v ∈ {1, . . . , |G|} as having been chosen at random. Now if we give the

adversary g u (where u ∈ {1, . . . , |G|} is chosen at random) then the oracle will

certainly enable the adversary to compute g uv : the adversary need only ask the
query g u and she gets back Hv (g u ) = g uv . Even if we f orbid the adversary from

asking g u , still she can exploit the self-reducibility of the discrete log to find the

value of g uv . For example, the adversary could compute Hv (gg u ) = g uv g v and
divide this by Hv (1) = g v .

But what if instead we give the adversary an oracle Hv which computes

Hv (X) = H(X v ), for H a cryptographic hash function such as SHA-1? Suppose

the adversary’s goal is to compute H(g uv ), where g u and g v are provided to the
adversary. Now, as long as the oracle Hv can not be queried at g u , the oracle
would seem to be useless. We formalize this as follows.
Definition II.E.4 [Oracle Diffie-Hellman: ODH] Let G = (G, g, , ↑) be a

represented group, let hLen be a number, let H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}hLen , and let A
be an adversary. Consider the experiments
-real
experiment Expodh
G,H,A
R

u ← {1, . . . , |G|} ; U ← g u
R

v ← {1, . . . , |G|} ; V ← g v

W ← H(g uv )
def

-rand
experiment Expodh
G,H,A
R

u ← {1, . . . , |G|} ; U ← g u
R

v ← {1, . . . , |G|} ; V ← g v
R

W ← {0, 1}hLen
def

Hv (X) = H(X v )

Hv (X) = H(X v )

return b

return b

b ← AHv (·) (U, V, W )

b ← AHv (·) (U, V, W )
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Now define the advantage of A in violating the oracle Diffie-Hellman assumption
as
odh-real
odh-rand
Advodh
= 1 ] − Pr[ ExpG,H,A
= 1] .
G,H,A = Pr[ ExpG,H,A

Here A is not allowed to call its oracle on g u .

♦

We emphasize that the adversary is allowed to make oracle queries that
depend on the target g u , with the sole restriction of not being allowed to query g u
itself.
Strong Diffie-Hellman assumption: SDH. Suppose A is an algorithm which, given g v , outputs a pair of strings (g u , g uv ), for some u ∈ {1, . . . , |G|}.
One way for A to find such a pair is to pick some value u and then compute g u

and g uv . Indeed, we expect this to be the “only” way A can compute such a pair
of values. We capture this idea as follows.
Given a represented group G = (G, g, , ↑) and a number v, let Ov be an
oracle, called a restricted DDH oracle, which behaves as follows:


 1

Ov (U, X) = 


if X = U v

0 otherwise

That is, the oracle tells whether the second argument equals the first
argument raised to v-th power. This oracle can be seen as a restricted form of a
DDH oracle for which we fix one of its arguments as being g v . Our next definition
speaks to the uselessness of having a restricted DDH oracle.
Definition II.E.5 [Strong Diffie-Hellman: SDH] Let G = (G, g, , ↑) be a
represented group and let A be an adversary. Consider the experiment
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experiment Expsdh
G,A
R

u ← {1, . . . , |G|} ; U ← g u
R

v ← {1, . . . , |G|} ; V ← g v
def

Ov (U, X) = (X = U v )

Z ← AOv (·,·) (U, V )

if Z = g uv then b ← 1 else b ← 0
return b
Now define the advantage of A in violating the strong Diffie-Hellman assumption
as
sdh
Advsdh
G,A = Pr[ ExpG,A = 1 ] .

♦

The intuition is that the restricted DDH oracle is useless because the
adversary already “knows” the answer to almost any query it will ask.
Similar intuition was captured in [47] by saying that for every non-uniform
probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm A that, on input g v , outputs (g u , g uv ),
there exists a non-uniform probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm S (the “extractor”) that not only outputs (g u , g uv ), but also u. Our approach avoids the
complexity of a simulator-based formulation. We emphasize that our oracle does
not return a value u (the discrete log of its first argument) but only a bit indicating
whether a given pair has the right form.
Resource measures. We have defined several different senses of adversarial advantage. For each notion xxx we overload the notation and define
xxx
Advxxx
Π (R) = max{ AdvΠ,A }
A

where R is a resource measure and the maximum is taken over all adversaries that
use resources at most R. The resources of interest in our case are time-complexity
(denoted by t) and, when appropriate, number of queries (denoted by q). Any
other resources of importance will be mentioned when the corresponding notion is
described. Here and throughout this dissertation “time-complexity” is understood
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to mean the maximum of the execution times of the experiments defining the
advantage of adversary A plus the size of the code for A, all in some fixed RAM
model of computation. (Note that the execution time refers to that of the entire
experiment, not just the execution time of the adversary.)
We comment that we are considering the complexity of adversaries who
try to attack a specific represented group G. Such an adversary may depend on G,
so explicitly providing a description of G to A is unnecessary.
Choice of hash function. Now that we understand how we want the
hash function to interact with the group, we can consider various choices for the
hash function H.
Our suggested choice is to appropriately derive H from some cryptographic hash function like SHA-1 [72]. (The precise manner in which H is derived
from SHA-1 is important and should be discussed.) A primary reason we prefer a
cryptographic function is that one-wayness of H appears important to the oracle
Diffie-Hellman assumption: it should be hard to recover g uv from H(g uv ), since
otherwise the self-reducibility-based attack we discussed above can be mounted.
Let us back up a bit and try to see what requirements the different assumptions impose on the choice of H. Suppose first we are interested only in
semantic security, namely we need just the HDH assumption. There is no known
choice of H for which one can prove the hard-coreness under the CDH assumption.
Under the DDH assumption, however, things get much easier, since this assumption already says that the Diffie-Hellman key is indistinguishable from a random
group element: the only remaining problem is to go from a random group element
to a random string of appropriate length. In some groups this can be done quite
easily by simple truncation of the key. Alternatively, Naor and Reingold [65] show
that application of a function H chosen at random from a family of universal hash
functions will suffice. Zheng and Seberry [83] had earlier suggested the application
of a universal hash function to the Diffie-Hellman key as a heuristic under the
computational Diffie-Hellman assumption. The result of [65] says that under the
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stronger DDH assumption this heuristic is valid. Note this function can be chosen
at random once and for all and included in the public key. In [83], the function is
chosen anew for each encryption and included in the ciphertext, which increases
the size of the ciphertext.
However, the use of truncation or universal hash functions appears more
dangerous when we come to consider the stronger oracle Diffie-Hellman assumption above. In particular, the result of Boneh and Venkatesan [25] showing that
computing the most significant bits of Diffie-Hellman keys is as hard as computing
the key itself can be turned on its head to give an algorithm to attack the ODH assumption. Namely, their results show that for some simple choices of functions H,
an adversary can use the HDH oracle Hv defined above to solve the Diffie-Hellman
problem. These attacks do not appear to work when a one-way cryptographic hash
function is used, which is why we recommend this choice. We do not know whether
these attacks rule out all choices of universal hash families, but they do seem to
rule out some particular ones.

II.F

Security against Chosen-Plaintext Attack
We show that DHIES [[G, SYM, MAC, H]] meets the notion of indistin-

guishability under a chosen-plaintext attack, as defined in Definition II.B.3.
Theorem II.F.1 Let G be a represented group, let SYM be a symmetric encryption scheme, let MAC be a message authentication scheme, and let H be a function.
Let DHIES be the asymmetric key encryption scheme associated to these primitives, as defined in Section II.C. Then, for any numbers t and c,
ind-cpa-fg
ind-cpa-fg
(t, 0, 0) .
AdvDHIES
(t, c) ≤ 2 · Advhdh
G,H (t) + Adv SYM

Idea of proof. The assumption is that the symmetric encryption
scheme SYM is secure and H is hard-core for the Diffie-Hellman problem in the
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underlying group. (The assumption that MAC is secure is not needed to ensure semantic security.) The proof considers an adversary A who defeats the semantic security of the scheme. Let g v be the recipient public key and let y = U k encM k tag
be the challenge ciphertext that this adversary gets in its guess stage. We consider
two cases depending on whether the output of H “looks random”.
• Case 1 — The output of H looks random. In this case, we present an adversary B that breaks the encryption scheme SYM.
• Case 2 — The output of H does not look random. In this case, we present
an algorithm C that breaks the hard-coreness of H on G.
The formal proof, given below, does not actually consider separate cases, but the
underlying intuition is the same. Given A, we construct B and C and then relate
A’s advantage to that of B and C.
Proof: Let A be an adversary attacking DHIES in the sense of semantic security.
Assume it has time-complexity at most t. We construct an adversary B attacking
SYM and an adversary C attacking H being hard-core for G, and then upper bound
the advantage of A in terms of the advantages of these adversaries.
Algorithm B. Figure II.3 describes algorithm B. Recall from Definition II.B.2
that B has access to an oracle for encryption, and runs in two stages. Notice that B
never invokes its encryption oracle E. Moreover, the running time of Expind-cpa-fg
SYM,B

is at most t.
Algorithm C. Figure II.4 depicts the behavior of algorithm C. C is given as
input U, V, W , where U = g u and V = g v for random u, v, and W is either H(g uv )
or a random string. C outputs at the end a bit indicating its guess as to which of
these cases occurs. Notice that the time-complexity of C is at most t.
Analysis. When W = H(g uv ) we notice that C is running A as the latter would
be run in its attack on the semantic security of DHIES. From the definition of
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algorithm B E(·) (find)
begin
R
v ← {1, . . . , |G|}
pk ← g v
(x0 , x1 , s) ← A(find, pk)
se ← (x0 , x1 , s, pk)
return (x0 , x1 , se)
end

algorithm B E(·) (guess, ye, se)
begin
parse se as (x0 , x1 , s, pk)
R
u ← {1, . . . , |G|} ; U ← g u
R
macKey ← {0, 1}mLen
tag ← TmacKey (ye)
y ← U k ye k tag
b ← A(guess, pk, s, y)
return b
end

Figure II.3: Algorithm B for attacking the security of SYM.
algorithm C(U, V, W )
begin
macKey ← W [1 . . . mLen] ;
encKey ← W [mLen + 1 . . . mLen + eLen]
pk ← V
(x0 , x1 , s) ← A(find, pk)
e
b ← {0, 1} ; encM ← EencKey (xeb )
tag ← TmacKey (encM)
y ← U k encM k tag
b ← A(guess, pk, s, y)
if b = eb then return 1 else return 0
end

Figure II.4: Algorithm C for attacking the hard-coreness of H on G.
ind-cpa-fg
AdvDHIES,A
, we have that
ind-cpa-fg
1 AdvDHIES,A
hdh-real
Pr[ ExpG,H,C
= 1] = +
.
2
2
On the other hand, when W is a random string, we notice that C runs A in the

same way as B does, and hence
hdh-rand
Pr[ ExpG,H,C

ind-cpa-fg
1 AdvSYM,B
.
= 1] = +
2
2
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Subtracting gives us
Advhdh
G,H,C

=
=

ind-cpa-fg
ind-cpa-fg
1 AdvSYM,B
1 AdvDHIES,A
+
− −
2
2
2
2
ind-cpa-fg
ind-cpa-fg
AdvSYM,B
AdvDHIES,A
−
;
2
2

whence
ind-cpa-fg
ind-cpa-fg
AdvDHIES,A
= 2 · Advhdh
.
G,H,C + AdvSYM,B

Since the time-complexity of algorithm C is at most t, we conclude that Adv hdh
G,H,C
≤ Advhdh
G,H (t).

Moreover, since B makes 0 encryption queries and has timeind-cpa-fg
ind-cpa-fg
complexity at most t, we also have Adv SYM,B
≤ AdvSYM
(t, 0, 0). Thus
from the above we have
ind-cpa-fg
ind-cpa-fg
AdvDHIES,A
≤ 2 · Advhdh
(t, 0, 0) .
G,H (t) + Adv SYM

But A was an arbitrary adversary subject to the constraint that it had timecomplexity at most t and the length of its challenge ciphertext is at most c. The
theorem follows.

II.G

Security against Chosen-Ciphertext Attack
We show that DHIES [[G, SYM, MAC, H]] meets the notion of indistin-

guishability under an adaptive chosen-ciphertext attack, as in Definition II.B.4.
Theorem II.G.1 Let G = (G, g, , ↑) be a represented group, let SYM be a symmetric encryption scheme, and let MAC be a message authentication scheme. Let
DHIES be the asymmetric encryption scheme associated to these primitives as
defined in Section II.C. Then for any numbers t, q, µ, and c,
ind-cca-fg
AdvDHIES
(t, q, µ, c)

≤

ind-cpa-fg
AdvSYM
(t, 0, 0) + 2 · Advodh
G,H (t, q) +

2 · Advmac
MAC (t, 1, c, q, µ) .
Idea of Proof. The assumption is that both symmetric encryption
scheme SYM and the message authentication scheme MAC are secure and H is
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a hard-core for the Diffie-Hellman problem on G under adaptive Diffie-Hellman
attack. The proof considers an adversary A who defeats the adaptive chosenciphertext security of the scheme. Let g v be the recipient public key; let y =
U k encM k tag be the challenge ciphertext that algorithm A gets in its guess stage.

g k tag.
g A Type 2 query
Let us call a Type 1 query a ciphertext of the form U k encM
g k tag
e =
g with U
have the form Ue k encM
6 U . We consider three cases depending on

whether the output of H looks random and on whether there was a Type 1 query
ye to the decryption oracle D sk such that D sk (ye) 6= BAD.

• Case 1 — The output of H does not look random. In this case we present
an algorithm C that breaks the hard-coreness of H on G under adaptive
Diffie-Hellman attack.

• Case 2 — The output of H looks random and there was a Type 1 query ye to
Dsk such that D sk (ye) 6= BAD. In this case we present an adversary F which
breaks the message authentication scheme MAC.

• Case 3 — The output of H looks random and there was not a Type 1 query
ye to Dsk such that D sk (ye) 6= BAD. In this case we present an adversary B

which breaks the encryption scheme SYM.

Proof: Let A be an adversary attacking DHIES in the sense of adaptive chosenciphertext security. Assume it has running time at most t, makes at most q queries
to its decryption oracle. We construct an adversary B attacking SYM, an adversary
C attacking H being a hard-core for G under non-adaptive Diffie-Hellman attack,
and an adversary F for the message authentication scheme MAC and then upper
bound the advantage of A in terms of the advantages of these adversaries.
Algorithm B. Figure II.5 describes algorithm B. Recall from Definition II.B.2
that B has access to an oracle for encryption and runs in two stages. Since the
time-complexity t of A accounts for the time taken by decryption queries as well
as the time to generate pk and the challenge ciphertext y, the time-complexity of
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algorithm B E(·) (find)
begin
R
v ← {1, . . . , |G|}
pk ← g v
run A(find, pk)
–For each decryption query yi
parse yi as Ui k encM i k tag i
hashi ← H(Uiv )
macKey i ← hashi [1..mLen]
encKey i ← hashi [mLen + 1..
mLen + eLen]
if VmacKey i (encM i , tag i ) = 1 then
return DencKey i (encM i )
else return BAD
–Let (x0 , x1 , s) be the output of A
se ← (x0 , x1 , s, v, pk)
return (x0 , x1 , se)
end

algorithm B E(·) (guess, ye, se)
begin
parse se as (x0 , x1 , s, v, pk)
ASK ← false
R
u ← {1, . . . , |G|}
U ← gu
R
macKey ← {0, 1}mLen
tag ← TmacKey (ye)
y ← U k ye k tag
run A(guess, pk, s, y)
–For each decryption query yi
parse yi as Ui k encM i k tag i
hashi ← H(Uiv )
macKey i ← hashi [1..mLen]
encKey i ← hashi [mLen + 1..
mLen + eLen]
if VmacKey i (encM i , tag i ) = 1 then
if Ui 6= U then
return DencKey i (encM i )
else ASK ← true;
return BAD
R
–if ASK = true then b ← {0, 1}
else let b be the output of A
return b
end

Figure II.5: Algorithm B for attacking the security of SYM.
B is at most that of A (i.e., t).
Algorithm C. Figure II.6 defines the behavior of algorithm C. C is given as
input U, V, W , where U = g u and V = g v for random u and v, respectively, and W
is either H(g uv ) or a random string. Recall from Definition II.E.4 that C is also
given access to a Hv -oracle. At the end, C outputs a bit indicating its guess as to
which of these cases occurs.
Notice that, since the time-complexity of A accounts for the time taken by decryption queries as well as the time to compute the challenge ciphertext, the time-
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algorithm C Hv (·) (U, V, W )
begin
macKey ← W [1 . . . mLen]
encKey ← W [mLen + 1..
mLen + eLen]
pk ← V
run A(find, pk)
–For each decryption query yi
return Decr-Sim(yi , U, V, W )
–Let (x0 , x1 , s) be the output of A
e
b ← {0, 1}
encM ← EencKey (xeb )
tag ← TmacKey (encM)
y ← U k encM k tag
run A(guess, pk, s, y)
–For each decryption query yi
return Decr-Sim(yi , U, V, W )
–Let b be the output of A
if b = eb then return 1 else return 0
end

subroutine Decr-Sim(yi , U, V, W )
begin
parse yi as Ui k encM i k tag i
if Ui = U then
macKey i ← W [1 . . . mLen]
encKey i ← W [mLen + 1..
mLen + eLen]
else
hashi ← Hv (Ui )
macKey i ← hashi [1..mLen]
encKey i ← hashi [mLen + 1..
mLen + eLen]
if VmacKey i (encM i , tag i ) = 1 then
return DencKey i (encM i )
else return BAD
end

Figure II.6: Algorithm C for attacking the hard-coreness of H on G under adaptive
Diffie-Hellman attack.
complexity of C is at most t.
Algorithm F . Figure II.7 describes algorithm F . Recall from Definition II.B.1
that F has access to two oracles: a tag-generation oracle T and a verification oracle
V. It outputs a pair message-tag, a possible forgery. Notice that, since the time
complexity of A accounts for the time taken by decryption queries and for the time
to generate the secret-public key pair sk, pk) and the challenge ciphertext y, F ’s
time-complexity is at most t.
Analysis. As in the proof of non-adaptive chosen-ciphertext security, our goal
is to upper bound the success probability of adversary A in terms of the success
probabilities of adversaries B for the symmetric encryption scheme, C for the
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algorithm F T (·),V(·,·)
begin
W ← (², ²)
R
v ← {1, . . . , |G|} ; pk ← g v
R
u ← {1, . . . , |G|} ; U ← g u
R
encKey ← {0, 1}eLen
run A(find, pk)
–For each decryption query ye
return Decr-Sim(ye)
–Let (x0 , x1 , s) be the output of A
R
e
b ← {0, 1}
encM ← EencKey (xeb )
tag ← T (encM)
y ← U k encM k tag
run A(guess, pk, s, y)
–For each decryption query ye
return Decr-Sim(ye)
–Let b be the output of A
return W
end

subroutine Decr-Sim(ye)
begin
g k tag
g
parse ye as Ue k encM
v
g
e
hash ← H(U )
g
g
macKey
← hash[1..mLen]
g
g
encKey
← hash[mLen
+ 1..
mLen + eLen]
e
if U = U then
g tag)
g = 1 then
if V(encM,
g tag)
g
W ← (encM,
g
return DencKey (encM)
else return BAD
else
g g
if VmacKey
g (encM, tag) = 1 then
g
return DencKey
g (encM)
else return BAD
end

Figure II.7: Algorithm F for attacking the security of MAC.
hard-coreness of H for G under non-adaptive Diffie-Hellman attack, and F for the
message authentication scheme. For this purpose, let y be the challenge ciphertext
in experiment Expind-cca-fg and let SomeValid be the event where A makes a
DHIES,A

Type 1 query ye such that D sk (ye) 6= BAD in this experiment. Let SomeValid

denote the event where there is no Type 1 query ye such that D sk (ye) 6= BAD in
experiment Expind-cca-fg . We make use of the following three claims.
DHIES,A

-real = 1 ] =
Claim II.G.2 Pr[ Expodh
G,H,C

1
2

+

ind-cca-fg
AdvDHIES,A
2

.

Proof: When the input W = H(g uv ), we notice that C is running A as the latter
would be run in its attack on the adaptive chosen-ciphertext security of DHIES.
Therefore, the claim follows from the definition of Adv ind-cca-fg .
DHIES,A
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-rand = 1 ∧ SomeValid ] ≤
Claim II.G.3 Pr[ Expodh
G,H,C

1
2

+

ind-cpa-fg
AdvSYM
(t,0,0)
2

Proof: When A does not make a Type 1 query to its decryption oracle nor makes
a Type 1 query ye such that D sk (ye) 6= BAD, C runs A in the same way B does.

Hence, the probability that C outputs 1 given SomeValid is at most 1/2 + 1/2 ·
ind-cpa-fg
AdvSYM,B
. Since B makes 0 encryption queries and has time-complexity at
most t, the claim follows directly from the assumed security of SYM.
-rand = 1 ∧ SomeValid ] ≤ Advmac (t, 1, c, q, µ)
Claim II.G.4 Pr[ Expodh
MAC
G,H,C

Proof: When there is a Type 1 query ye to the decryption oracle such that D sk (ye) 6=

BAD, let i be the number of one such query and let yi = U k encM i k tag i be

its value. By assumption, we know that VmacKey (encM i , tag i ) = 1. Because
(encM i , tag i ) 6= (encM, tag) (or otherwise yi = y and A would have queried its
decryption oracle with the challenge ciphertext), either encM i was not queried of
tag-generation oracle T (·) or tag i was not the response returned by tag-generation
oracle T (·) on query encM. In either case, (encM i , tag i ) is a valid forgery and
F succeeds in breaking MAC. Therefore, Pr[ Expodh-rand = 1 ∧ SomeValid ] ≤
G,H,C

Pr[ SomeValid ] ≤ Advmac
MAC,F . Hence, since F has time-complexity at most t,
makes exactly one query to its tag-generation oracle T (·) whose length is at most
c (the upper bound on the length of challenge ciphertext), and makes at most q
queries to its verification oracle V(·, ·) the sum of whose lengths is at most µ bits,
the claim follows from the assumed security of MAC.

From Definition II.E.4 and Claims II.G.2, II.G.3, and II.G.4, we have that:
Advodh
G,H,C
≥
=

ind-cca-fg
ind-cpa-fg
1 AdvDHIES,A
1 AdvSYM
(t, 0, 0)
+
− −
− Advmac
MAC (t, 1, c, q, µ)
2
2
2
2
ind-cca-fg
ind-cpa-fg
AdvDHIES,A
(t, 0, 0)
AdvSYM
−
− Advmac
MAC (t, 1, c, q, µ) ;
2
2
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whence
ind-cca-fg
ind-cpa-fg
mac
AdvDHIES,A
≤ AdvSYM
(t, 0, 0) + 2 · Advodh
G,H,C + 2 · AdvMAC (t, 1, c, q, µ) .

We conclude that, since C has time-complexity at most t and makes at most q
odh
queries to its oracle Hv , Advodh
G,H,C ≤ AdvG,H (t, q). Thus, from the above, we have
ind-cca-fg
ind-cpa-fg
mac
AdvDHIES,A
≤ AdvSYM
(t, 0, 0) + 2 · Advodh
G,H (t, q) + 2 · Adv MAC (t, 1, c, q, µ) .

But A was an arbitrary adversary subject to the constraint that it has timecomplexity at most t and makes at most q queries to its decryption oracle the sum
of whose lengths is at most µ bits, and the length of the challenge ciphertext is at
most c in experiment Expind-cca-fg . The theorem follows.
DHIES,A

II.H

ODH and SDH
In this section, we first exploit the relationship between the strong Diffie-

Hellman (SDH) and the oracle Diffie-Hellman (ODH) assumptions when the hash
function H is modeled as a random oracle. More specifically, we show that, in the
random oracle (RO) model, the SDH assumption implies the ODH assumption.
We then go on to prove a lower bound on the complexity of strong Diffie-Hellman
assumption with respect to generic algorithms.
However, before proving the implication between the SDH and ODH assumption in the RO model, we need to back up a little and modify the experiment
defining the security of ODH assumption to account for the presence of a random
oracle H. The following is the definition of ODH assumption in the the RO model.
Definition II.H.1 [Oracle Diffie-Hellman in the random oracle model:
ODH-RO] Let G = (G, g, , ↑) be a represented group, let hLen be a number, let

Ω be the set of all functions from {0, 1}∗ to {0, 1}hLen , and let A be an adversary.

Consider the experiments
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odh-real-ro
experiment ExpG,H,A
R

u ← {1, . . . , |G|} ; U ← g u
R

v ← {1, . . . , |G|} ; V ← g v

W ← H(g uv )

odh-rand-ro
experiment ExpG,H,A
R

u ← {1, . . . , |G|} ; U ← g u
R

v ← {1, . . . , |G|} ; V ← g v
R

W ← {0, 1}hLen

def

def

Hv (X) = H(X v )

Hv (X) = H(X v )

H←Ω

H←Ω

return b

return b

R

R

b ← AHv (·),H(·) (U, V, W )

b ← AHv (·),H(·) (U, V, W )

Now define the advantage of A in violating the oracle Diffie-Hellman assumption
in the random oracle model and the advantage function of ODH assumption in the
RO model, respectively, as follows:
-ro = Pr[ Expodh-real-ro = 1 ] − Pr[ Expodh-rand-ro = 1 ]
Advodh
G,H,A
G,H,A
G,H,A

-ro (t, q , q ) = max{ Advodh-ro } ,
Advodh
h o
G,H
G,H,A
A

where the maximum is over all A with time-complexity t, making at most qh queries
to its H-oracle and qo queries to its Hv -oracle. Here A is not allowed to call its

oracle Hv on input g u .

♦

The following theorem shows that, in the random oracle (RO) model, the
strong Diffie-Hellman assumption implies the oracle Diffie-Hellman assumption.
Theorem II.H.2 Let G = (G, g, , ↑) be a represented group and let the associated hash function H be chosen at random. Let qh and qo be, respectively, the
total number of queries to H-oracle and to the Hv -oracle. Then,
-ro (t, q , q ) ≤ Advsdh (t + q q O(gLen + hLen), (q + q )2 ) .
Advodh
h o
h o
h
o
G,H
G
Proof: Let A be any adversary against the ODH assumption in the RO model.
Let t be its time-complexity and qh and qo be, respectively, the number of queries
it makes to H and Hv oracles. We can construct an adversary B for the DiffieHellman problem under SDH on G, using A as a sub-routine, as follows.
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Algorithm B. Algorithm B is shown in Figure II.8. B is given as input (U, V ),
where U = g u and V = g v for random u and v and outputs a value guess, its guess
for g uv . B is also given access to a restricted DDH oracle Ov . Initially, B picks two
values, hash0 and hash1 , at random and set hash0 to be the output of H on input
U v (although it still does not know the value of U v ). It also fix a default value g
for guess. Then it runs A as a subroutine, feeding its input with either hash 0 or
hash1 . Our hope is that, at some point, A is going to make a query of the form
U v to the H oracle, since otherwise A would have no advantage in distinguishing
def

the real output hash0 = H(U v ) from the random string hash1 . To find out when
A queries its H-oracle on input U v , we query our restricted DDH oracle Ov on
input (U, X) whenever A makes a query X to its H-oracle. If Ov (U, X) returns
1, then X = U v and we update the value of guess to X. Notice that B does not

have access to either the H-oracle or the Hv -oracle. However, it can simulate both
oracles.
The oracle H is to be simulated as follows. In response to a query X, if X has
been asked of H, then return the same response as given to that previous query.
If X has not been asked of H, then first check whether Ov (U, X) = 1. If so, then
update the value of guess to X and return hash0 as the response to the current
H-query. If not, then check whether there was some query Ue to the Hv -oracle such
that Ov (Ue , X) = 1. If there was such query, then let hash be the same value used

as response to that query. If not, then let hash be a random string. Return hash
as the response to the current H query.

The Hv -oracle is to be simulated as follows. When a query Ue =
6 U is made, check
whether Ue has already been asked of Hv . If so, then return the same response

as given to that previous query. If not, then check whether there was a previous

H-query X where Ov (Ue , X) = 1. If so, then let hash be the output given to that
H-query. If not, then let hash be a random value. Return hash as the response to

the current query.
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algorithm B Ov (·) (U, V )
begin
R
R
hash0 ← {0, 1}hLen ; hash1 ← {0, 1}hLen
R
b ← {0, 1} ; W ← hashb
guess ← g
run AHv (·),H (U, V, W )
– For each Hv -query Ue , return response as described in the text
– For each H-query X, return response as described in the text
(updating guess if Ov (U, X) = 1)
– Let eb be the output of A
return guess
end

Figure II.8: Algorithm B for attacking the hard-coreness of the Diffie-Hellman
problem under SDH on G.
Notice that B runs in time at most t + qo qh O(hLen + gLen) and makes at most
(qo + qh )2 queries to its Ov -oracle.
odh-real-ro
odh-rand-ro
Analysis. Consider the experiments ExpG,A
and ExpG,A
and let

AskA and AskA denote, respectively, the event in which H-oracle query U v is
made by A and its complement.
When query U v is not made directly by A to its H-oracle, there is no way for it to
tell whether its input W is equal to H(U v ) or a random string of length hLen since
the former can take any value in {0, 1}hLen . Hence, the probabilities that A outputs
1 in experiments Expodh-rand-ro and Expodh-real-ro , given that A does not query its
G,A

G,A

-real-ro = 1 ∧ AskA ]
H-oracle on input U v are exactly the same. That is, Pr[ Expodh
G,A
= Pr[ Expodh-rand-ro = 1 ∧ AskA ].
G,A

Consider now the case in which adversary A queries its H-oracle on input U v in
experiments Expodh-rand-ro and Expodh-real-ro . In such case, we know that adversary
G,A

G,A

B, which runs A as a sub-routine, succeeds in solving the Diffie-Hellman problem
under SDH on G. This is because we know there is an index i ∈ {1, . . . , qh } such
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that hi = X and X = U v . Since Ov (U, X) = 1, guess will take the correct value

U v and B will succeed in solving the strong Diffie-Hellman problem on G. Hence,
Pr[ Expodh-real-ro = 1 ∧ AskA ] − Pr[ Expodh-rand-ro = 1 ∧ AskA ] ≤ Pr[ AskA ] ≤
G,A

G,A

2
Advsdh
G,B . Moreover, since B makes at most (qo + qh ) queries to its oracle Ov

and has time complexity at most t + qo qh O(hLen + gLen), it is also the case that
sdh
2
Advsdh
G,B ≤ AdvG (t, (qo + qh ) ).

Putting it all together, we have that
Advodh
G,H,A
odh-real-ro
-rand-ro = 1 ]
= Pr[ ExpG,A
= 1 ] − Pr[ Expodh
G,A

odh-real-ro
odh-real-ro
= Pr[ ExpG,A
= 1 ∧ AskA ] + Pr[ ExpG,A
= 1 ∧ AskA ]

odh-rand-ro
odh-rand-ro
= 1 ∧ AskA ] − Pr[ ExpG,A
= 1 ∧ AskA ]
−Pr[ ExpG,A

odh-real-ro
odh-rand-ro
= Pr[ ExpG,A
= 1 ∧ AskA ] − Pr[ ExpG,A
= 1 ∧ AskA ]

≤ Pr[ AskA ]
≤ Advsdh
G,B
2
≤ Advsdh
G (t + qo qh O(hLen + gLen), (qo + qh ) ).

The bound claimed in the theorem follows easily from the fact that A was an
arbitrary adversary subject to the constraint that it had time-complexity at most
t and made at most qh queries to its H-oracle and at most qo queries to its Hv oracle.
Lower bounds with respect to generic algorithms. Generic
algorithms in groups are algorithms which do not make use of any special properties
of the encoding of group elements other than assuming each element has a unique
representation. This model was introduced by Shoup [75] and is very useful in
proving lower bounds (with respect to such algorithms) for some problems. In
fact, Shoup proved that in such a model both the discrete logarithm and the DiffieHellman problems are hard to solve as long as the order of the group contains at
least one large prime factor. Following the same approach, we also use this model
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here to prove lower bounds for some new problems we introduce. Let us proceed
now with the formalization of this model.
Let Zn = {1, . . . , n} be the additive group of integers modulo n, the order
of the group. Let S be a set of bit strings of order at least n. We call an injective
map from Zn to S an encoding function. One example for such a function would
be the function taking u ∈ Z|G| to g u mod |G| , where G is a finite cyclic group of
order |G| generated by the group element g.
A generic algorithm is a probabilistic algorithm A which takes as input a
list
(σ(x1 ), σ(x2 ), . . . , σ(xk )),
where each xi ∈ Zn and σ is a random encoding function, and outputs a bit string.
During its execution, A can make queries to an oracle Σ. Each query will result
in updating the encoding list, to which A has always access. Σ gets as input two
indices i and j and sign bit, and then computes σ(xi ± xj ) and appends it to the
list. It is worth noticing that A does not depend on σ, since it is only accessible
by means of oracle queries.
We need to extend the original generic model to allow queries to the
restricted DDH oracle Ov . In this case, Ov gets as input two indices i and j
and returns 1 if xj = v · xi and 0, otherwise. In general lines, our result shows
that the restricted DDH oracle Ov does not help in solving the Diffie-Hellman
problem whenever the group order contains a large prime factor. One should note,
however, that our result has no implications on non-generic algorithms, such as
index-calculus methods for multiplicative groups of integers modulo a large prime.
Let us state this more formally.
Definition II.H.3 [SDH in generic model] Let Zn be the additive group of
integers modulo n, let S be a set of strings of cardinality at least n, and let σ be a
random encoding function of Zn on S. In addition, let Ω be the set of all mappings
Zn to S. Let A be an generic algorithm. Consider the experiment
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experiment Expgn-sdh
R

σ←Ω
g ← σ(1)
R

u ← {1, . . . , n} ; U ← σ(u)
R

v ← {1, . . . , n} ; V ← σ(v)
def

Σ(i, j, ±) = xi ± xj
def

Ov (i, j) = (xj = vxi )

Z ← AOv (·,·),Σ(·,·,·) (g, U, V )
if Z = σ(uv) then b ← 1 else b ← 0
return b
Now define the advantage of A in violating the strong Diffie-Hellman assumption
in the generic model and the advantage function of SDH assumption in this model,
respectively, as follows:
-sdh = Pr[ Expg-sdh = 1 ]
Advgn,A
n,A
-sdh } ,
Advgn-sdh (q) = max{ Advgn,A
A

where q is the total number of queries made by A to its oracles.

♦

Theorem II.H.4 Let Zn be the additive group of integers modulo n, let S be a
set of strings of cardinality at least n. Then, for any number q,
Advgn-sdh (q) ≤ O(q 2 /p)
where p is the largest prime factor of n.
A corollary of Theorem II.H.4 is that any generic algorithm solving the DiffieHellman problem under SDH with success probability bounded away from 0 has
to perform at least Ω(p1/2 ) group operations.
Proof: Here we just present a proof sketch using a technique used by Shoup
in [75]. Let n = s pt with gcd(s, p) = 1. Since additional information only reduces
the running time, we can assume that solving the Diffie-Hellman problem in the
subgroup of order s is easy. Hence, let n = pt wlog.
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We start by running algorithm A. In doing so, we need to simulate all its oracles.
We play the following game. Let U and V be indeterminants. During the execution
of the algorithm, we will maintain a list F1 , . . . , Fk of polynomials in Zpt [U, V ],
along with a list σ1 , . . . , σk of distinct values in S. Initially, we have F1 = 1,
F2 = U , and F3 = V ; and three distinct values σ1 , σ2 , and σ3 chosen at random
from S. When the algorithm makes a query (i, j, ±) to its Σ-oracle, we first
compute Fk+1 = Fi ± Fj ∈ Zpt [U, V ] and check whether there is some l ≤ k such
that Fk+1 = Fl . If so, then we return σl to A. Else we pick choose a random but
distinct σk+1 , return it to A, and update both lists. When the algorithm makes a
query (i, j) to its Ov , we return 1 if Fj = V · Fi else 0.
We can assume that A outputs an element in the encoding list (otherwise Adv sdh
n,A ≤
1/(p − q)), where q is the number of queries made by A. Then, let us choose u

and v at random from Zpt . Notice that Advsdh
n,A can be upper bounded by the
probability of one of the following happening: Fi (u, v) = Fj (u, v) for some Fi and
Fj ; or Fi (u, v) = uv for some i; or Fj 6= Vi but Fj (u, v) = vFi (u, v). Otherwise, the
algorithm cannot learn anything about u or v except that Fi (u, v) 6= Fj (u, v) for
every i and j. But, using results from [75], for fixed i and j, the probability that
Fi − Fj vanishes is at most 1/p; the probability that Fi − U V vanishes is at most
2/p; and the probability that Fj − V Fi vanishes is at most 2/p. It follows that the

probability of one of these happening is O(q 2 /p). The theorem follows from the

fact that A was an arbitrary adversary subject to the constraint that it makes at
most q queries to its oracles.

Chapter III

Re-keyed Encryption Schemes
III.A

Introduction
Re-keying (also called key-derivation) is a commonly employed paradigm

in computer security systems, about whose security benefits users appear to have
various expectations. Yet the security of these methods has not been systematically
investigated. Let us begin with some examples that illustrate usage, commonly
employed implementations, and motivation for re-keying, and see what security
issues are raised. We then go on to our results.
Re-keyed encryption. Say two parties share a key K, and want to
encrypt data they send to each other. They will use some block cipher based
mode of operation, say CBC. The straightforward approach is to use K directly
to encrypt the data. An often employed alternative is re-keyed encryption. The
key K is not used to encrypt data but rather viewed as a master key. Subkeys
K1 , K2 , K3 , . . . are derived from K, by some process called the re-keying process.
A certain number l of messages are encrypted using K1 and then the parties switch
to K2 . Once l messages have been encrypted under K2 they switch to K3 and so
on.
Examples of re-keying methods. Many different re-keying methods
are possible. Let us outline the two most commonly used. In each case F (·, ·) is
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a map that takes a k-bit key κ and k-bit input x to a k-bit output F (κ, x). (This
might be implemented via a block cipher or a keyed hash function.) The parallel
method consists of setting Ki = F (K, i) for i = 1, 2, . . .. The serial method sets
k0 = K and then sets Ki = F (ki−1 , 0) and ki = F (ki−1 , 1) for i = 1, 2, . . .. For a
pictorial representation of these methods, please refer to Figure III.1. Many other
methods are possible, including hybrids of these two such as tree-based re-keying
(see Section III.C).
Why re-key? Common attacks base their success on the ability to get
lots of encryptions under a single key. For example differential or linear cryptanalysis [19, 59] will recover a DES key once a certain threshold number of encryptions
have been performed using it. Furthermore, most modes of operation are subject
to birthday attacks [8], leading to compromise of the privacy of a scheme based
on a block cipher with block size k once 2k/2 encryptions are performed under the
same key. Typically, the birthday threshold is lower than that of the cryptanalytic
attacks.
Thus, if encryption is performed under a single key, there is a certain
maximum threshold number of messages that can be safely encrypted. Re-keying
protects against attacks such as the above by changing the key before the threshold
number of encryptions permitting the attack is reached. It thus effectively extends
the lifetime of the (master) key, increasing the threshold number of encryptions
that can be performed without requiring a new exchange of keys.
Questions. Although re-keying is common practice, its security has
not been systematically investigated. We are interested in the following kinds of
questions. Does re-keying really work, in the sense that there is some provable
increase in security of an application like re-keyed encryption described above?
That is, can one prove that the encryption threshold —number of messages of
some fixed length that can be safely encrypted— increases with re-keying? How do
different re-keying processes compare in terms of security benefits? Do some offer
more security than others? How frequently should the key be changed, meaning
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how should one choose the parameter l given the parameters of a cryptographic
system?
High level answers. At the highest level, our answer to the most
basic question (does re-keying increase security?) is “YES.” We are able to justify
the prevailing intuition with concrete security analyses in the provable security
framework and show that re-keying, properly done, brings significant security gains
in practical situations, including an increase in the encryption threshold. Seen from
closer up, our results give more precise and usable information. We quantify the
security provided by different re-keying processes as a function of the security of
the primitives they use. This enables comparison between these processes. Thus,
say a user wants to encrypt a certain amount of data with a block cipher of a
certain strength: our results can enable this user to figure out which re-keying
scheme to use, with what parameters, and what security expectations.
Re-keyed CBC encryption. As a sample of our results we discuss
CBC encryption. Suppose we CBC encrypt with a block cipher F having keylength and block-length k. Let’s define the encryption threshold as the number Q
of k-bit messages that can be safely encrypted. We know from [8] that this value
is Q ≈ 2k/2 for the single-key scheme. We now consider re-keyed CBC encryption
under the parallel or serial re-keying methods discussed above where we use the
same block cipher F as the re-keying function. We show that by re-keying every
2k/3 encryptions —i.e. set the subkey lifetime l = 2k/3 — the encryption threshold
increases to Q ≈ 22k/3 . That is, one can safely encrypt significantly more data by
using re-keying. The analysis can be found in Section III.D.
Overview of approach and results. Re-keying can be used in
conjunction with any shared-key based cryptographic data processing. This might
be data encryption, under any of the common modes of operation; it might be data
authentication using some MAC; it might be something else. We wish to provide
tools that enable the analysis of any of these situations. So rather than analyze
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each re-keyed application independently, we take a modular approach. We isolate
the re-keying process, which is responsible for producing subkeys based on a master
key, from the application which uses the subkeys. We then seek a general security
attribute of the re-keying process which, if present, would enable one to analyze
the security of any re-keying based application. We suggest that this attribute is
pseudorandomness. We view the re-keying process as a stateful pseudorandom bit
generator and adopt a standard notion of security for pseudorandom bit generators
[21, 81]. We measure pseudorandomness quantitatively, associating to any rekeying process (stateful generator) G an advantage function Adv prg
G,n (t), which is the
maximum probability of being able to distinguish n output blocks of the generator
from a random string of the same length when the distinguishing adversary has
running time at most t. We then analyze the parallel and serial generators, upper
bounding their advantage functions in terms of an advantage function associated
to the underlying primitive F . See Section III.B.
To illustrate an application, we then consider re-keyed symmetric encryption. We associate a re-keyed encryption scheme to any base symmetric encryption
scheme (e.g. CBC) and any generator. We show how the advantage function of the
re-keyed encryption scheme can be bounded in terms of the advantage function
of the base scheme and the advantage function of the generator. (The advantage
function of an encryption scheme, whether the base or re-keyed one, measures
the breaking probability as a function of adversary resources under the notion of
left-or-right security of [8].) Coupling our results about the parallel and serial generators with known analyses of CBC encryption [8] enables us to derive conclusions
about the encryption threshold for CBC as discussed above. See Section III.D.
Security of the parallel and serial generators. Our analysis
of the parallel and serial generators as given by Theorems III.B.4 and III.B.5 indicates that their advantage functions depend differently on the advantage function
of the underlying primitive F . (We model the latter as a pseudorandom function
[43] and associate an advantage function as per [11].) In general, the parallel gen-
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erator provides better security. This is true already when F is a block cipher but
even more strikingly the case when F is a non-invertible PRF. This should be kept
in mind when choosing between the generators for re-keying. However, whether or
not it eventually helps depends also on the application. For example, with CBC
encryption, there is no particular difference in the quantitative security providing
by parallel and serial re-keying (even though both provide gains over the single-key
scheme). This is due to the shape of the curve of the advantage function of the
base CBC encryption function as explained in Section III.D.
Forward security. Another possible motivation for re-keying is to
provide forward security. The goal here is to minimize the amount of damage that
might be caused by key exposure due, for instance, to compromise of the security of
the underlying system storing the secret key. (Forward security was first considered
for session keys [46, 33] and then for digital signatures [13].) Under re-keying, the
adversary would only get the current subkey and state of the system. It could
certainly figure out all future subkeys, but what about past ones? If the re-keying
process is appropriately designed, it can have forward security: the past subkeys
will remain computationally infeasible for the adversary to derive even given the
current subkey and state, and thus ciphertexts that were formed under them will
not be compromised. It is easy to see that the parallel generator does not provide
forward security. It can be shown however that the serial one does. A treatment of
forward security in the symmetric setting, including a proof of the forward security
of the serial generator and the corresponding re-keyed encryption scheme, can be
found in [18].
Related work. Another approach to increasing the encryption threshold, discussed in [12], is to use a mode of encryption not subject to birthday attack
(e.g. CTR rather than CBC) and implement this using a non-invertible, high security PRF rather than a block cipher. Constructions of appropriate PRFs have
been provided in [12, 48]. Re-keying is cheaper in that one can use the given block
cipher and a standard mode like CBC and still push the encryption threshold well
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Figure III.1: The parallel and serial re-keying schemes.
beyond the birthday threshold.
Re-keying requires that parties maintain state. Stateless methods of increasing security beyond the birthday bound are discussed in [10].
These results are based on a previous joint work with Mihir Bellare [1].

III.B

Re-keying processes as pseudorandom generators
The subkeys derived by a re-keying process may be used in many different

ways: data encryption or authentication are some but not all of these. To enable
modular analysis, we separate the subkey generation from the application that
uses the subkeys. We view the re-keying process —which generates the subkeys—
as a stateful pseudorandom bit generator. In this section we provide quantitative
assessments of the security of various re-keying schemes with regard to notions of
security for pseudorandom generators. These application independent results are
used in later sections to assess the security of a variety of different applications
under re-keying.
Stateful generators. A stateful generator G = (K, N ) is a pair
of algorithms. The probabilistic key generation algorithm K produces the initial
state, or seed, of the generator. The deterministic next step algorithm N takes
the current state as input and returns a block, viewed as the output of this stage,
and an updated state, to be stored and used in the next invocation. A sequence
Out 1 , Out 2 , . . . of pseudorandom blocks is defined by first picking an initial seed
St 0 ← K and then iterating: (Out i , St i ) ← N (St i−1 ) for i ≥ 1. (When the
generator is used for re-keying, these are the subkeys. Thus Out i was denoted Ki
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in Section III.A). We assume all output blocks are of the same length and call this
the block length.
We now specify two particular generators, the parallel and serial ones.
We fix a PRF F : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}k → {0, 1}k . (As the notation indicates, we are
making the simplifying assumption that the key length, as well as the input and
output lengths of each individual function F (K, ·) are all equal to k.) In practice,
this might be instantiated via a block cipher or via a keyed hash function such as
HMAC [7]. (For example, if DES is used, then we set k = 64 and define F (K, ·)
to be DES(K[1..56], ·).)
Construction III.B.1 (Parallel generator) The F -based parallel generator
PG[F ] = (K, N ) is defined by
algorithm K
R

K ← {0, 1}k

algorithm N (hi, Ki)

Return h0, Ki

Out ← F (K, i)
Return (Out, hi + 1, Ki)

The state has the form hi, Ki where K is the initial seed and i is a counter, initially
zero. In the i-th stage, the output block is obtained by applying the K-keyed PRF
to the (k-bit binary representation of the integer) i, and the counter is updated.
This generator has block length k.
Construction III.B.2 (Serial generator) The F -based serial generator SG[F ]
= (K, N ) is defined by
algorithm K
R

K ← {0, 1}k

Return K

algorithm N (K)
Out ← F (K, 0)
K ← F (K, 1)
Return (Out, K)

The state is a key K. In the i-th stage, the output block is obtained by applying
the K-keyed PRF to the (k-bit binary representation of the integer) 0, and the
new state is a key generated by applying the K-keyed PRF to the (k-bit binary
representation of the integer) 1. This generator has block length k.
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Pseudorandomness. The standard desired attribute of a (stateful)
generator is pseudorandomness of the output sequence. We adopt the notion of
[21, 81] which formalizes this by asking that the output of the generator on a
random seed be computationally indistinguishable from a random string of the
same length. Below, we concretize this notion by associating to any generator an
advantage function which measures the probability that an adversary can detect
a deviation in pseudorandomness as a function of the amount of time invested by
the adversary.
Definition III.B.3 (Pseudorandomness of a stateful generator) Let G =
(K, N ) be a stateful generator with block length k, let n be an integer, and let A
be an adversary. Consider the experiments
-rand
experiment Expprg
G,n,A

prg-real
experiment ExpG,n,A

St 0 ← K ; s ← ε

s ← {0, 1}n·k

for i = 1, . . . , n do

g ← A(s)

(Out i , St i ) ← N (St i−1 ) ; s ← s k Out i

return g

g ← A(s)
return g
Now define the advantage of A and the advantage function of the generator, respectively, as follows:
prg-rand
prg-real
= 1]
= 1 ] − Pr[ ExpG,n,A
Advprg
G,n,A = Pr[ ExpG,n,A
prg
Advprg
G,n (t) = max { AdvG,n,A } ,
A

where the maximum is over all A with “time-complexity” t.
Here “time-complexity” is the maximum of the execution times of the two experiments plus the size of the code for A, all in some fixed RAM model of computation.
(Note that the execution time refers to that of the entire experiment, not just the
execution time of the adversary.) The advantage function is the maximum likelihood of the security of the pseudorandom generator G being compromised by an
adversary using the indicated resources.
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Security measure for PRFs. Since the security of the above constructions depends on that of the underlying PRF F : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}k → {0, 1}k ,

we recall the measure of [11], based on the notion of [43]. Let R k denote the family
of all functions mapping {0, 1}k to {0, 1}k , under the uniform distribution. If D is
a distinguisher having an oracle, then
F (K,·)
Advprf
= 1 : K ← {0, 1}k ] − Pr[ D f (·) = 1 : f ← Rk ]
F,D = Pr[ D
R

R

is the advantage of D. The advantage function of F is
prf
Advprf
F (t, q) = max { AdvF,D } ,
D

where the maximum is over all A with “time-complexity” t and making at most
q oracle queries. The time-complexity is the execution time of the experiment
R

K ← {0, 1}k ; v ← DF (K,·) plus the size of the code of D, and, in particular,
includes the time to compute FK (·) and reply to oracle queries of D.
Pseudorandomness of the parallel and serial generators.
The following two theorems show how the pseudorandomness of the two generators
is related to the security of the underlying PRF.
Theorem III.B.4 Let F : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}k → {0, 1}k be a PRF and let PG[F ] be
the F -based parallel generator defined in Construction III.B.1. Then
prf
Advprg
PG[F ],n (t) ≤ Adv F (t, n) .

Proof: Let A be an adversary attacking the pseudorandomness of PG[F ] and t be
the maximum of the running times of Expprg-real and Expprg-rand . We want to
PG[F ],n,A

upper bound

Advprg
PG[F ],n,A .

PG[F ],n,A

We do so by constructing a distinguisher D for F and

relating its advantage to that of A. D has access to an oracle O. It simply computes
s = O(1) k . . . k O(n) and outputs the same guess as A on input s. We can see
that when the oracle O is drawn at random from the family F , the probability
that D returns 1 equals the probability that the experiment Expprg-real returns
PG[F ],n,A

1. Likewise, the probability that the experiment

prg-rand
ExpPG[F
],n,A

returns 1 equals that
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of D returning 1 when O is drawn at random from the family of random functions

Rk . As D runs in time at most t and makes exactly n queries to its oracle, we get
that
prf
Advprg
PG[F ],n,A ≤ AdvF (t, n) .

Since A was an arbitrary adversary and the maximum of the running times of
prg-real
prg-rand
experiments ExpPG[F
],n,A and ExpPG[F ],n,A is t, we obtain the conclusion of the
theorem.
Theorem III.B.5 Let F : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}k → {0, 1}k be a PRF and let SG[F ] be
the F -based parallel generator defined in Construction III.B.2. Then
prf
Advprg
SG[F ],n (t) ≤ n · Adv F (t + log n, 2) .

Proof: Let A be an adversary attacking the pseudorandomness of SG[F ] and t be
the maximum of the running times of Expprg-real and Expprg-rand . We want to
SG[F ],n,A

upper bound

Advprg
SG[F ],n,A .

SG[F ],n,A

We begin by defining the following sequence of hybrid

experiments, where j varies between 0 and n.
experiment HybridA,j
R

St ← {0, 1}k ; s ← ε
for i = 1, . . . , n do
R

if i ≤ j then Out i ← {0, 1}k
else (Out i , St) ← N (St)
s ← s k Out i
g ← A(s)
return g
Let Pj be the probability that experiment HybridA,j returns 1, for j =
prg-rand
prg-real
0, . . . , n. Note that the experiments ExpSG[F
],n,A and ExpSG[F ],n,A are identical
to HybridA,0 and HybridA,n , respectively. (Not syntactically, but semantically.)
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prg-real
prg-rand
This means that P0 = Pr[ ExpSG[F
],n,A = 1 ] and Pn = Pr[ ExpSG[F ],n,A = 1 ].

Putting it all together, we have

prg-real
prg-rand
Advprg
SG[F ],n,A = Pr[ ExpSG[F ],n,A = 1 ] − Pr[ ExpSG[F ],n,A = 1 ]

= P0 − Pn .

(III.1)

We now claim that
Advprg
SG[F ],n,A = P0 − Pn ≤

n · Advprf
F (t + log n, 2) .

(III.2)

Since A was an arbitrary adversary, we obtain the conclusion of the theorem. It
remains to justify Equation (III.2). We will do this using the advantage function
of F . Consider the following distinguisher for F .
algorithm D O
R

j ← {1, . . . , n} ; s ← ε
for i = 1, . . . , n do
R

if i < j then Out i ← {0, 1}k
if i = j then Out i ← O(0) ; St ← O(1)
if i > j then (Out i , St) ← N (St)
s ← s k Out i
g ← A(s)
return g
Suppose the oracle given to D was drawn at random from the family F . Then, the
probability that D returns 1 equals the probability that expirement Hybrid A,j−1
returns 1, where j is the value chosen at random by D in its first step. Similarly,
if the given oracle is drawn at random from the family of random functions R k ,
then the probability that D returns 1 equals the probability that the experiment
HybridA,j returns 1, where j is the value chosen at random by D in its first step.
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Hence,
Pr[ DO | O ← F ]

=

Pr[ DO | O ← Rk ]

=

R

R

1 Pn
P
n j=1 j−1
1 Pn
P
n j=1 j

.

Subtract the second sum from the first and exploit the collapse to get
P0 − P n
P
P
= n1 nj=1 Pj−1 − n1 nj=1 Pj = Advprf
F,D .
n
Note that D runs in time at most t + O(log n) and makes exactly 2 queries to its
oracle, whence we get Equation (III.2). This concludes the proof of the theorem.

The qualitative interpretation of Theorems III.B.4 and III.B.5 is the same:
both the parallel and the serial generator are secure pseudorandom bit generators
if the PRF is secure. The quantitative statements show however that the pseudorandomness of n output blocks depends differently on the security of the PRF
in the two cases. For the parallel generator, it depends on the security of the
PRF under n queries. For the serial generator, it depends on the security of the
PRF against only a constant number of queries, but this term is multiplied by the
number of output blocks. Comparing the functions on the right hand side in the
two theorems will tell us which generator is more secure.
Examples. As an example, assume F is a block cipher. Since F is a
cipher, each map F (K, ·) is a permutation, and birthday attacks can be used to
distinguish F from the family of random functions with a success rate growing
as q 2 /2k for q queries (c.f.. [11, Proposition 2.4]). Let us make the (heuristic)
assumption that this is roughly the best possible, meaning
q2 + t
prf
AdvF (t, q) ≈
(III.3)
2k
for t small enough to prevent cryptanalytic attacks. Now the above tells us that
the advantage functions of the two generators grow as follows:
nt
n2 + t
(t)
≈
and Advprg
Advprg
SG[F ],n (t) ≈ k .
PG[F ],n
k
2
2
Since t ≥ n, the two functions are roughly comparable, but in fact the first one
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has a somewhat slower growth because we would expect that t À n. So, in this
case, the parallel generator is somewhat better.
Now assume F is not a block cipher but something that better approximates a random function, having security beyond the birthday bound. Ideally, we
would like something like
Advprf
F (t, q) ≈

q+t
2k

(III.4)

for t small enough to prevent cryptanalytic attacks. This might be achieved by
using a keyed hash function based construction, or by using PRFs constructed
from block ciphers as per [12, 48]. In this case we would get
nt
n+t
prg
and
Adv
(t)
≈
.
Advprg
SG[F
],n
PG[F ],n (t) ≈
2k
2k
Thinking of t ≈ n (it cannot be less but could be more, so this is an optimistic choice), we see that the first function has linear growth and the second
has quadratic growth, meaning the parallel generator again offers better security,
but this time in a more decisive way.
These examples illustrate how the quantitative results of the theorems
can be coupled with cryptanalytic knowledge or assumptions about the starting
primitive F to yield information enabling a user to choose between the generators.

III.C

Generalization: Tree-based re-keying
In this section, we suggest a more general way to generate keys based on a

balanced tree. The idea is to start from secure but limited stateful pseudorandom
number generator and build a more general and flexible stateful pseudorandom
number generator, while still preserving security. In our tree-based construction of
a stateful generator, each internal node represents a single stateful pseudorandom
number generator and each leaf represents an output block (i.e., the key for the
re-keyed symmetric encryption scheme) of the overall scheme at a certain stage.
Except for those generators at the lowest level, each output block of a generator
will feed the input (its coins) of the key generation algorithm of those generators
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one level below which are directly connected to them in the tree (its children). The
state St = hSt 1 , . . . , St L−1 , ii will consist of the state of all generators in the path
from the current leaf to the root (St 1 , . . . , St L−1 ), where L is the total number of
levels in the tree, plus the number of the current leaf, i. To obtain a new output
block (the next leaf), we only need to obtain the output blocks of those generators
which are not in the common path from both the current and next leaves to the
root.
In order to be more flexible, we allow different values of arity at different
levels, but we assume their values to be the same within each level. Wlog, we also
assume that the length of the initial seed (actually the coins) of all generators at
the same level to be the same and equal to length of the output block of their
parents. We consider the root level to be 1.
III.C.1

Construction
Let us now specify our construction more formally. Refer to Figure III.2

for a pictorial representation. Let Gl = (Kl , Nl ) be a stateful pseudorandom number
generator used at level l. Let al be the arity of the tree at level l and kl be the key
length of Gl . Then we define our overall stateful pseudorandom number generator
G = (K, N ), whose key length is k = k1 , as follows:
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Figure III.2: Diagram of our tree-based construction
algorithm K

algorithm N (St)

l←1

parse St as hSt 1 , . . . , St L−1 , ii

St l ← Kl

l ←L−1; d←i+1

while l < L − 1 do

while d mod al = 0 do

(Out l , St l ) ← Nl (St l )

d ← bd/al c ; l ← l − 1

St l+1 ← Kl+1 (Out l )

(Out l , St l ) ← Nl (St l )

l ←l+1

while l < L − 1 do

St ← hSt 1 , . . . , St L−1 , 0i

l ← l + 1 ; St l ← Kl (Out l−1 )

return St

(Out l , St l ) ← Nl (St l )
St ← hSt 1 , . . . , St L−1 , i + 1i
return (Out L−1 , St)

III.C.2

Security
We claim that the stateful pseudorandom number generator G we con-

structed in the previous subsection is secure as long as each underlying stateful
pseudorandom number generator G1 , . . . , GL−1 is secure.
Theorem III.C.1 Let each Gl = (Kl , Nl ) be a secure stateful generator with block
size kl for l = 1, . . . , L − 1. Define a0 = 1 and let nl =

Ql−1

j=0

al be the total number

of nodes at level l. Let G be the overall stateful generator formed out of the basic
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stateful generators as above. Then
Advprg
G (n, t) ≤

L−1
X

nl Advprg
Gl (al , t) .

l=1

Proof:
The analysis here follows that of Goldreich, Goldwasser and Micali’s construction
of a pseudorandom function from a pseudorandom generator [43], and its later
extensions such as the analysis of the cascade construction of pseudorandom functions [7]. We note however that although the analysis ideas are similar, our setting
and conclusions are quite different. We are building and analyzing key derivation
processes (stateful generators), not pseudorandom functions. More importantly,
we prove that re-keying can actually increase the security of an application.
Let A be an adversary attacking the security of G and having a running time of at

most t. We want to upper bound Advprg
G,A . Let nl =

Ql−1

i=0

ai be the total number of

nodes at level l (a0 = 1). We begin by defining the sequence of hybrid experiments,
HybridA,l,j , where l varies between 1 and L − 1 and j varies between 0 and nl .
In experiment HybridA,l,j , the output of all generators in levels 1 up to l − 1
and those in level l whose indices are smaller than j are replaced by truly random
strings of the same length.

experiment HybridA,l,j

(1 ≤ l ≤ L − 1)

cl ← 0
if cl < j then
R

Out h ← {0, 1}kh+1
else
R

Out h−1 ← {0, 1}kh ; St h ← Kh (Out h−1 )
(Out h , St h ) ← Nh (St h )
for h = l + 1, . . . , L − 1 do
St h ← Kh (Out h−1 )
(Out h , St h ) ← Nh (St h )

(0 ≤ j ≤ nl )
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s ← Out L−1 ; cL ← 0
for cL = 1, . . . , L − 1 do
d ← cL ; h ← L − 1
while d mod ah = 0 and h ≥ l do
d ← bd/ah c ; h ← h − 1
if h = l − 1 then
c l ← cl + 1 ; h ← h + 1
if cl < j then
R

Out h ← {0, 1}kh+1
else
R

Out h−1 ← {0, 1}kh ; St h ← Kh (Out h−1 )
(Out h , St h ) ← Nh (St h )
else if h = l and cl < j then
R

Out h ← {0, 1}kh+1
else
(Out h , St h ) ← Nh (St h )
while h < L − 1 do
h ← h + 1 ; St h ← Kh (Out h−1 )
(Out h , St h ) ← Nh (St h )
s ← s k Out L−1
g ← A(guess, s)
return g
Let Pl,j be the probability that experiment HybridA,l,j returns 1, for l = 1, . . . , L
and j = 0, . . . , n . We first notice that experiments Expprg-real and Expprg-rand are
l

G,n,A

G,n,A

respectively identical, semantically, to experiments HybridA,1,0 and HybridA,L,nL .
As a result,
prg-real
prg-rand
Advprg
= 1 ] − Pr[ ExpG,n,A
= 1]
G,A = Pr[ ExpG,n,A

= P1,0 − PL,nL .

(III.5)
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Moreover, we can still go a bit further and notice that for l = 1, . . . , L − 2, P l,nl =
Pl+1,0 . Then, Equation (III.5) can be rewritten as
Advprg
G,A = P1,0 − PL,nL
L−1
X

Pl,0 − Pl,nl .

(III.6)

Pl,0 − Pl,nl ≤ nl Advprg
Gl (al , t)

(III.7)

=

l=1

Our goal is to show that

for any l ∈ {1, . . . , L − 1}. The claimed result would then follow directly from this
since A is an arbitrary adversary running in time t. We can do so by using the
advantage function of each Gl . Consider the following sequence of distinguishers
Dl for each Gl .
algorithm Dl (S) (|S| = al kl+1 )
R

(1 ≤ l ≤ L − 1)

j ← {0, . . . , nl − 1} ; i ← 0 ; cl ← 0
parse S as S0 k . . . k Sal −1
if cl < j then
R

Out h ← {0, 1}kh+1
else if cl = j then
Out h ← Si ; i ← i + 1
else
R

Out h−1 ← {0, 1}kh ; St h ← Kh (Out h−1 )
(Out h , St h ) ← Nh (St h )
for h = l + 1, . . . , L − 1 do
St h ← Kh (Out h−1 )
(Out h , St h ) ← Nh (St h )
s ← Out L−1 ; cL ← 0
for cL = 1, . . . , L − 1 do
d ← cL ; h ← L − 1
while d mod ah = 0 and h ≥ l do
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d ← bd/ah c ; h ← h − 1
if h = l − 1 then
c l ← cl + 1 ; h ← h + 1
if cl < j then
R

Out h ← {0, 1}kh+1
else if cl = j then
Out h ← Si ; i ← i + 1
else
R

Out h−1 ← {0, 1}kh ; St h ← Kh (Out h−1 )
(Out h , St h ) ← Nh (St h )
else if h = l and cl < j then
R

Out h ← {0, 1}kh+1
else if h = l and cl = j then
Out h ← Si ; i ← i + 1
else
(Out h , St h ) ← Nh (St h )
while h < L − 1 do
h ← h + 1 ; St h ← Kh (Out h−1 )
(Out h , St h ) ← Nh (St h )
s ← s k Out L−1
g ← A(guess, s)
return 1 − g
-real . We notice it amounts to running experSuppose we run experiment ExpGprg
l ,al ,Dl
iment HybridA,l,j , where j is the value chosen at random by Dl in its first step,
and then flipping the answer bit. Similarly if we run experiment Expprg-rand we
Gl ,al ,Dl

notice that it amounts to running HybridA,l,j−1 where j is the value chosen at
random by Dl in its first step, and then flipping the answer bit. So
-real = 1 ]
Pr[ ExpGprg
l ,al ,Dl

=

1 P nl
j=1 1
nl

− Pl,j
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-rand = 1 ]
Pr[ ExpGprg
l ,al ,Dl

=

1 P nl
j=1 1
nl

− Pl,j−1 .

Subtract the second sum from the first and exploit the collapse to get
Pl,0 − Pl,nl
P l
P l
(1 − Pl,j ) − n1l nj=1
(1 − Pl,j−1 ) = Advprg
= n1 nj=1
Gl ,Dl .
nl
Note that the running time of Dl is at most t, whence we get Equation (III.7).
This concludes the proof of the theorem.

III.C.3

Discussion
One direct implication of the above theorem is that this scheme can gen-

erate up to nL keys even though each base scheme Gl could only generate al keys;
this is an added advantage of the construction. For example, let nL = Q. Then the
factor multiplying the advantage function of each GL−1 is Q/aL−1 . In this particular case, a trade-off between the factor Q/aL−1 and the advantage function of GL−1
over aL−1 queries will play the major role in the overall behavior of G. On the one
hand, if we choose a small value for aL−1 , opting for relaxing the constraints over
GL−1 , then we decrease the total number of data blocks Q generated by G. This
can be compensated, however, by increasing the values of other al . On the other
hand, if we pick a large value for aL−1 , thus increasing Q, then we can increase
the requirements over GL−1 , which in turn may be affect the overall efficiency. The
right choice of values will depend on the requirements of each application. Our
goal here is to provide a tool to ease its design.
III.C.4

Optimality of analysis
Theorem III.C.1 gives an upper bound for the advantage function of G in

terms of the advantage function of each Gl . However, it is not clear whether this
upper bound is tight or whether one can do better. In this section, we show that
the given analysis is tight and that one cannot do better without resorting to the
peculiarities of a particular generator. In order to prove our claim, we follow the
same line presented in [7]. That is, we first define a setting in which functions can
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only be accessed as a black box and then present a simple algorithm in this setting
which achieves a distinguishing probability equal (up to a constant factor) to that
one given in the theorem.
We start by defining the new setting, BBF, standing for Black-Box-Family
setting. In the BBF setting, for each data block length k, there exists a family
F k : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}k → {0, 1}k of functions which takes as input a seed s and
a value x and outputs some value y, all of length k. Each seed s determines a
different function Fsk . Since we want these functions to be accessed as a black box,
no explicit description of how to compute them is given. Instead, the data blocks
outputted by such functions can only be obtained by means of oracle queries.
There are two types of queries. One is called oracle query and is related to a
particular function being analyzed. The second type is called family query and
can be related to any function in the family. Consequently, the seed has to be
provided explicitly in the query. Each generator G F

k (·,·)

= (KF

k (·,·)

,NF

data block length is k, is defined as follows in the BBF setting. K F
input a seed s and returns a tuple hs, 0i. N

F k (·,·)

k (·,·)

k (·,·)

), whose
takes as

takes as input a tuple hs, ii and
k

returns a pair (Fsk (i), hs, i + 1i). A distinguisher for a generator G F in the BBF
setting is an algorithm for deciding whether a given string is random or whether
it is the output of this generator for some random seed s.
Let us proceed with the analysis. Assume, for the sake of simplicity,
that, in our tree-based construction, all data blocks have length k (i.e., k l = k
for l = 1, . . . , L). Moreover, also assume the arity to be the same in all levels
and equal to a. Let us then define Advprg
k (q, τ ) as being the maximum over
F k ,G F
k

all distinguishing probabilities in breaking the security of a generator G F by any
algorithm which makes at most q oracle queries and τ family queries with respect
to a family F k . Let F ? be the family obtained by using our tree-based construction.
Then, for any family F k , Theorem III.C.1 implies that
Advprg
F ? ,G (nL , τ ) ≤

L−1
X
l=1

nl Advprg
k (a, τ ) ,
F k ,G F

(III.8)
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where nl = al−1 . Our goal is to show that such general upper bound is tight by
providing a lower bound for functions drawn from a particular family.
Consider the family RF in which each of the 2k functions with data block
length k is a random map between {0, 1}k and {0, 1}k . We claim that
prg
Advprg
RF ? ,G (nL , O(nL )) ≥ c nL−1 AdvRF k ,G RF k (a, O(nL )) ,

(III.9)

for some c > 0. But from inequality III.8, we now that
prg
0
Advprg
RF ? ,G (nL , O(nL )) ≤ c nL−1 AdvRF,G (a, O(nL ))

(III.10)

for some constant c0 > 0. (Theorem III.C.1 actually contains other low-order exponents terms, but we disregard them here for simplicity, although a distinguisher
which matches even those terms can be easily constructed.) Putting both inequalities III.9 and III.10 together concludes our proof.
In order to prove inequality III.9, we shall proceed in steps. First, we
construct a general distinguisher for the overall scheme and compute its advantage
Advprg
RF ? ,G (nL , τ ). Then, we relate this advantage to that of a single function,
Advprg
k (a, τ ), and conclude the proof.
RF,G RF
Our construction of the distinguishing algorithm exploits the fact that
collisions in the tree-based construction can be detected at the output. For instance, if two output blocks at the same level are the same, then both subtrees
rooted at these output blocks will also be the same and this can be easily detected
solely by looking at the output string. However, collisions between data blocks at
different levels can also be exploited. For example, if there is a collision between a
data block at the last level and one at the level before that, we can find that out
by using each of the data blocks in the output string as a seed to a generator and
checking whether a group of a data blocks matches. The resulting advantage of
such distinguisher is O(nL · nL−1 )/2k (this is the probability of having a collision
between these two levels) but it would require O(a · nL ) many queries. In order
to lower the total number of queries, our construction only searches for matches
of a fixed number of data blocks, say 3, instead of a. The resulting advantage,
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though smaller, is still O(nL · nL−1 )/2k while only O(nL ) number of queries is now
required. Thus,
Advprg
RF ? ,G (nL , O(nL )) ≥

c0 · nL · nL−1
2k

for some constant c0 > 0. But it is easy to see that
c̃ · τ
,
Advprg
k (a, τ ) ≤
RF
RF,G
2k
for some constant c̃ >)0. Therefore,
prg
Advprg
RF ? ,G (nL , O(nL )) ≥ c · nL−1 · AdvRF,G RF k (a, O(nL )) ,

(III.11)

(III.12)

(III.13)

for some constant c > 0, which concludes our proof. It is worth to say that an
even tighter result can be obtained by making the distinguisher check for collisions
between any two levels and within each level. Although this would result in a
larger advantage, the order of total number of queries is still kept the same.
III.C.5

More general constructions
Even though the tree-based construction presented above allows us for

some flexibility when instantiating the scheme, it requires all generators in the same
level to be the same. This seems to be too strict. Hybrid schemes using different
types of generators in the same level may be desirable in some situations since
security requirements may vary with time (based on statistics, for example). We
claim here that this restriction can be relaxed without compromising the security
of the overall generator. In fact, we claim that the advantage function of the overall
generator would simply be, in this case, the sum of the advantage function of each
generator (represented by internal nodes in the tree). The proof for this claim
would also be very similar to that for Theorem III.C.1 and so we skip it here.
Another possible generalization of the above scheme would involve the
use of unbalanced trees. Though not so clearly, this case is actually covered by the
construction just described above. Since each internal node can represent a different generator, it might as well be another tree-based construction. Consequently,
such construction inherits the security of its building blocks.
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III.D

Re-keyed symmetric encryption
We fix a base encryption scheme. (For example, CBC mode encryption

based on some block cipher.) We wish to encrypt data using this scheme, but
with re-keying. Two things need to be decided. The first is how the re-keying
is to be done, meaning how the subkeys will be computed. This corresponds to
making a choice of stateful generator to generate the subkey sequence. The second
is the lifetime of each subkey, meaning how many encryptions will be done with
it. This corresponds to choosing an integer parameter l > 0 which we call the
subkey lifetime. Associated to a base scheme, generator and subkey lifetime, is a
particular re-keyed encryption scheme. We are interested in comparing the security
of the re-keyed encryption scheme across different choices of re-keying processes
(i.e. generators), keeping the base scheme and subkey lifetime fixed. In particular,
we want to compare the use of the parallel and serial generators.
Our analysis takes a modular approach. Rather than analyzing separately
the re-keyed encryption schemes corresponding to different choices of generators,
we first analyze the security of a re-keyed encryption scheme with an arbitrary
generator, showing how the advantage of the encryption scheme can be bounded
in terms of that of the generator and the base scheme. We then build on results
of Section III.B to get results for re-keyed encryption with specific generators. We
begin by specifying in more detail the re-keyed encryption scheme and saying how
we measure security of symmetric encryption schemes.
Re-keyed encryption schemes. Let SE = (Ke , E, D) be the base
(symmetric) encryption scheme, specified by its key generation, encryption and
decryption algorithms [8]. Let G = (Kg , N ) be a stateful generator with block
size k, where k is the length of the key of the base scheme. Let l > 0 be a
subkey lifetime parameter. We associate to them a re-keyed encryption scheme
SE[SE, G, l] = (K, E, D). This is a stateful encryption scheme which works as
follows. The initial state of the encryption scheme includes the initial state of
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R

the generator, given by St 0 ← Kg . Encryption is divided into stages i = 1, 2, . . ..
Stage i begins with the generation of a new key Ki using the generator: (Ki , St i ) ←
N (St i−1 ). In stage i encryption is done using the encryption algorithm of the base
scheme with key Ki . An encryption counter is maintained, and when l encryptions
have been performed, this stage ends. The encryption counter is then reset, the
stage counter is incremented, and the key for the next stage is generated. If the
base scheme is stateful, its state is reset whenever the key changes.
Formally, the key generation algorithm K of the re-keyed scheme is run
once, at the beginning, to produce an initial state which is shared between sender
and receiver and includes St 0 . The encryption algorithm E takes the current state
(which includes Ki , St i , a stage counter, the encryption counter, and a state for
the base scheme if the latter happens to be stateful) and the message M to be
encrypted, and returns ciphertext C ← EKi (M ). It also returns an updated state
which is stored locally. It is advisable to include with the ciphertext the number i
of the current stage, so that the receiver can maintain decryption capability even if
messages are lost in transit. The D algorithm run by the receiver can be stateless
in this case. (This is true as long as the goal is privacy against chosen-plaintext
attacks as we consider here, but if active attacks are considered, meaning we want
privacy against chosen-ciphertext attacks or authenticity, the receiver will have to
maintain state as well.)
Security measures for encryption schemes. Several (polynomialtime equivalent) definitions for security of a symmetric encryption scheme under
chosen-plaintext attack were given in [8]. We use one of them, called left-or-right
security. The game begins with a random bit b being chosen. The adversary then
gets access to an oracle which can take as input any two equal-length messages
(x0 , x1 ) and responds with a ciphertext formed by encrypting xb . The adversary
wins if it can eventually guess b correctly. We can associate to any adversary
an advantage measuring the probability it wins. We then associate to the base
encryption scheme —respectively, the re-keyed encryption scheme— an advan-
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ind-cpa
-cpa (t, q, m)— which meatage function AdvSE
(t, q, m) —respectively Advind
SE

sures the maximum probability of the scheme being compromised by an adversary
running in time t and allowed q oracle queries each consisting of a pair of m-bit
messages. Intuitively, this captures security against a chosen-plaintext attack of q
messages. (The usual convention [8] is to allow messages of different lengths and
count the sum of the lengths of all messages but for simplicity we ask here that
all messages have the same length. Note that for the base encryption scheme, all
encryption is done using a single, random key. For the re-keyed scheme, it is done
as the scheme specifies, meaning with the key changing every l encryptions. We
omit details here, but precise definitions with this type of notation can be found
for example in [14].)
Security of re-keyed encryption. The qualitative interpretation
of the following theorem is that if the generator and base encryption scheme are
secure then so is the re-keyed encryption scheme. It is the quantitative implications
however on which we focus. The theorem says that the security of encrypting ln
messages with the re-keyed scheme relates to the pseudorandomness of n blocks
of the generator output and the security of encrypting l messages under the base
scheme with a single random key. The Adv ind-cpa (t, l, m) term is multiplied by n,
SE

yet there is a clear gain, in that the security of the base encryption scheme relates
to encrypting only l messages.
Theorem III.D.1 (Security of re-keyed encryption) Let SE be a base encryption scheme with key size k, let G be a stateful generator with blocksize k, and
let l > 0 be a subkey lifetime. Let SE = SE[SE, G, l] be the associated re-keyed
encryption scheme. Then
-cpa (t, ln, m) ≤ Advprg (t) + n · Advind-cpa (t, l, m) .
Advind
G,n
SE
SE
Proof: Let A be an adversary attacking the security of the SE scheme and let t
be the maximum of the running times of experiments Expind-cpa-b , where b ∈ {0, 1}.
SE,A

We want to upper bound

ind-cpa
AdvSE,A

=

-cpa-1
Pr[ Expind
SE,A

-cpa-0 = 1 ].
= 1 ]−Pr[ Expind
SE,A
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To do this we specify an adversary D attacking the security of the stateful generator G, and a distinguisher A attacking the SE scheme, and then bound the
advantage of A in terms of the advantages of A and D.
The adversary D. D will receive a sequence of blocks and must tell whether
they are outputs of the generator or truly random. It will let the blocks it receives
play the role of the keys ki that are used by SE in the SE scheme. D will test
whether or not A succeeds on the given sequence of blocks. If so, it bets that the
block sequence was pseudorandom, and if not, it bets that the block sequence was
random. In adopting the latter opinion, it is assuming that breaking SE is hard on a
random block sequence, which we bear out later by providing a distinguisher which
breaks the given (standard) encryption scheme SE otherwise. The description of
D is as follows:
algorithm D(s)
parse s as Out 1 k . . . k Out n
R

b ← {0, 1}
for i = 1, . . . , n do
St ← A

hE(Out i ,LR(b0 ,·,·)),ii

(St)

g ← A(St)
if g = b then return 1 else return 0
At stage i, it uses block Out i to simulate the encryption oracle E(Ki , LR(b, ·, ·))
that A is supposed to get at that stage, given the definition of SE. The notation
A

hE(Out,LR(b,·,·)),ii

means that A is given an oracle that on input (x0 , x1 ) returns

hE(Out i , xb ), ii. When A outputs its guess, A checks whether A makes the right
guess. If so, then it returns 1, betting that the output is not random, else 0.
We notice that the simulation of encryption oracle in each stage is perfect when
the output blocks come from the generator. Hence, we have that
prg-real
-cpa .
Pr[ ExpG,n,D
= 1 ] = Advind
SE,A

(III.14)
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The distinguisher A. We design a distinguishing algorithm A attacking the
given scheme SE. A gets an oracle E(K, LR(b0 , ·, ·)). It runs A, but on a sequence
of random, independent keys rather than keys obtained via the generator. It also
simulates the LR encryption oracle hE(Out, LR(b, ·, ·)), ii that should be given to
A. However, it does so differently from what A expects. That is, instead of
selecting the bit b at random and using it in simulation of the LR encryption
oracle throughout all time periods, it picks a period j ∈ {1, . . . , n} at random and
sets the value b, used in the simulation of the LR encryption oracle, to 0 for all
time periods i < j and to 1 for all time periods i > j. In time period j, it lets K
play the role of Kj by using its own oracle E(K, LR(b0 , ·, ·)) in the simulation of
hE(Out, LR(b, ·, ·)), ji. The intuition for doing so is that in order for A to be able
to distinguish between the left or right encryption throughout all time periods, it
should also be able to identify the case in which we start by encrypting the left
input to the LR oracle and then switch to encrypting the right input to the LR
oracle. At the end, A outputs the same guess A does. In running A, A also keeps
track of the state St of A which is passed from the current stage to the next.
0

algorithm AE(K,LR(b ,·,·))
R

j ← {1, . . . , n} ; s ← ε
for i = 1, . . . , n do
R

Ki ← {0, 1}k
if i < j then b ← 0
if i > j then b ← 1
if i = j then
St ← A

hE(K,LR(b0 ,·,·)),ii

(St)

else
St ← A
g ← A(St)
return g

hE(Ki ,LR(b,·,·)),ii

(St)
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In order to analyze the success probability of A, let us define the following sequence
of hybrid experiments, where j varies between 0 and n.
experiment HybridA,j
for i = 1, . . . , n do
R

Ki ← {0, 1}k
if i ≤ j then b ← 0 else b ← 1
St ← A

hE(Ki ,LR(b,·,·)),ii

(St)

g ← A(St)
return g
Suppose that b0 = 0 in the oracle given to A. We can see that, in this case, the probability that A returns 1 equals the probability that the experiment Hybrid A,j−1
returns 1, where j is the value chosen at random by A in its first step. Similarly,
if b0 = 1 in the oracle given to A, then the probability that A returns 1 equals
the probability that the experiment HybridA,j returns 1, where j is the value
chosen at random by A in its first step. Let Pj be the probability that experiment
HybridA,j returns 1, for j = 0, . . . , n. Then,
ind-cpa-0
ExpSE,A

=

ind-cpa-1
ExpSE,A

=

1 Pn
P
n j=1 j−1
1 Pn
P
n j=1 j

.

If we subtract the second sum from the first and exploit the collapse, we get that
ind-cpa
AdvSE,A

=
=
=

ind-cpa-1
ind-cpa-0
Pr[ ExpSE,A
= 1 ] − Pr[ ExpSE,A
= 1]
1 Pn
P
n j=1 j−1

Pn − P 0
.
n

−

1 Pn
P
n j=1 j

-rand returns
Moreover, by noticing that Pn − P0 equals the probability that Expprg
G,n,D
1, we have that
prg-rand
ind-cpa
Pr[ ExpG,n,D
= 1 ] = n · AdvSE,A

(III.15)
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Now, combining Equations (III.14) and (III.15), we get
ind-cpa
prg-real
AdvSE,A
= Pr[ ExpG,n,b,A
= 1]
prg-rand
= Advprg
G,A + Pr[ ExpG,n,b,A = 1 ]
ind-cpa
.
= Advprg
G,A + n · AdvSE,A

Finally, by observing that the running time of both D and A is at most t and that
D makes at most q queries to its encryption oracle, it follows that
-cpa (qn, t) ≤ Advprg (n, t ) + n · Advind-cpa (q, t ) .
Advind
1
2
G
SE
SE

Re-keyed encryption with the parallel and serial generators. Combining Theorem III.D.1 with Theorems III.B.4 and III.B.5 gives us
information about the security of re-keyed encryption under the parallel and serial
generators.
Corollary III.D.2 (Security of re-keyed encryption with the parallel generator) Let SE be a base encryption scheme, let F : {0, 1}k ×{0, 1}k → {0, 1}k be a
PRF, let PG[F ] be the F -based parallel generator defined in Construction III.B.1,
and let l > 0 be a subkey lifetime. Let SE = SE[SE, PG[F ], l] be the associated
re-keyed encryption scheme. Then
ind-cpa
ind-cpa
(t, ln, m) ≤ Advprf
(t, l, m) .
AdvSE
F (t, n) + n · Adv SE

Corollary III.D.3 (Security of re-keyed encryption with the serial generator) Let SE be a base encryption scheme, let F : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}k → {0, 1}k be
a PRF, let SG[F ] be the F -based serial generator defined in Construction III.B.2,
and let l > 0 be a subkey lifetime. Let SE = SE[SE, SG[F ], l] be the associated
re-keyed encryption scheme. Then
ind-cpa
ind-cpa
(t, l, m) .
(t, ln, m) ≤ n · Advprf
AdvSE
F (t + log n, 2) + n · Adv SE

Example. For the base encryption scheme, let us use CBC with some
block cipher B: {0, 1}k × {0, 1}b → {0, 1}b having block length b. We wish to
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compare the security of encrypting q messages directly with one key; doing this
with re-keying using the parallel generator; and doing this with re-keying using the
serial generator. The re-keying is based on a PRF F : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}k → {0, 1}k
having block length k. Note that B and F can but need not be the same. In
particular B must be a cipher (i.e. invertible) in order to enable CBC decryption,
but we have seen that better security results for the re-keying schemes by choosing
F to be non-invertible and might want to choose F accordingly.
Let CBC denote the base encryption scheme. Let PCBC denote the rekeyed encryption scheme using CBC as the base scheme, the F -based parallel generator, and subkey lifetime parameter l. Let SCBC denote the re-keyed encryption
scheme using CBC as the base scheme, the F -based serial generator, and subkey
lifetime parameter l. Since B is a cipher we take its advantage to be
t
q2
(III.16)
Advprf
B (t, q) ≈ b + k .
2
2
We know from [8] that
q 2 m2
3q 2 m2 2t
ind-cpa
prf
AdvCBC (t, q, m) ≈ 2 b + 2 · AdvB (t, qm/b) ≈ 2 b + k .
b2
b2
2
For simplicity we let the message length be m = b. Thus if q = ln messages of
length m are CBC encrypted we have
ind-cpa
(t, ln, b) ≈
AdvCBC

3l2 n2 2t
+ k
2b
2

3l2 n 2nt
+ k
2b
2
3l2 n 2nt
ind-cpa
+ k .
AdvSCBC
(t, ln, b) ≈ n · Advprf
(t
+
log
n,
2)
+
F
2b
2

ind-cpa
AdvPCBC
(t, ln, b) ≈ Advprf
F (t, n) +

The first corresponds to encryption with a single key, the second to re-keying with
the parallel generator, and the third to re-keying with the serial generator. Suppose
we let F be a block cipher. (This is the easiest choice in practice.) We can simply
let F = B. In that case F obeys Equation (III.3) and we get
3l2 n2 + 2t
2k
3l2 n + n2 + 2nt
ind-cpa
AdvPCBC
(t, ln, b) ≈
2k
ind-cpa
AdvCBC
(t, ln, b) ≈
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ind-cpa
AdvSCBC
(t, ln, b) ≈

3l2 n + 2nt + t
.
2k

The two generators deliver about the same advantage. To gauge the gains provided
by the re-keying schemes over the single-key scheme, let us define the encryption
threshold of a scheme to be the smallest number of messages Q = ln that can be
encrypted before the advantage hits one. (Roughly speaking, this is the number of
messages we can safely encrypt.) We want it to be as high as possible. Let’s take
t ≈ nl. (It cannot be less but could be more so this is an optimistic choice). In

the single-key scheme Q ≈ 2k/2 . In the re-keyed schemes let us set l = 2k/3 . (This

is the optimal choice.) In that case Q ≈ 22k/3 . This is a significant increase in the
encryption threshold, showing that re-keying brings important security benefits.
We could try to set F to be a non-invertible pseudorandom function for
which Equation (III.4) is true. (In particular F would not be B.) Going through
the calculations shows that again the two generators will offer the same advantage,
but this would be an improvement over the single-key scheme only if k > b. (Setting

k = 2b yields an encryption threshold of 2b for the re-keyed schemes as compared
to 2b/2 for the single-key scheme.)
We saw in Section III.B that the parallel generator offered greater security
than the serial one. We note that this did not materialize in the application to
re-keyed CBC encryption: here, the advantage functions arising from re-keying
under the two generators are the same. This is because the term corresponding to
the security of the base scheme in Corollaries III.D.2 and III.D.3 dominates when
the base scheme is CBC.
In summary we wish to stress two things: that security increases are
possible, and that our results provide general tools to estimate security in a variety
of re-keyed schemes and to choose parameters to minimize the advantage functions
of the re-keyed schemes.

Chapter IV

Broadcast Encryption Schemes
IV.A

Introduction
The domain we consider in this chapter is that of broadcast applications

where the transmissions need to be encrypted. The examples we consider are a
broadband digital TV network [58], broadcasting either via satellite or via cable,
and Internet secure multicast [78], e.g., via the MBone [36].
In the context of pay TV, the head-end occasionally needs to multicast
an encrypted message to some subset of users (called the target set) using the
broadcast channel. Each network user has a set-top terminal (STT) which receives
the encrypted broadcast and decrypts the message, if the user is entitled to it. For
this purpose the STT securely stores the user’s secret keys, which we refer to as
establishment keys. Because of extensive piracy [60], the STTs need to contain a
secure chip which includes secure memory for key storage. This memory should
be non-volatile, and tamper-resistant, so the pirates will find it difficult to read
its contents. As a result of these requirements, STTs have severely limited secure
memory, typically in the range of a few Kilobytes.
Earlier work on broadcast encryption (cf. [38]) was motivated by the
need to transmit the key for the next billing period or the key for the next payper-view event, in-band with the broadcast, since STTs only had uni-directional
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communications capabilities. The implicit assumption was that users sign up for
various services using a separate channel, such as by calling the service provider
over the phone. In such applications it is reasonable to assume that the target set
is almost all the population, and there are only small number of excluded users.
Moreover, it is crucial that users outside the target set are not able to decrypt the
message since it has a high monetary value, e.g., the cost of a month’s subscription.
However, current STTs typically follow designs such as [28] which allow bi-directional communication, where the uplink uses an internal modem and
a phone line, or a cable modem. These new STTs upload the users’ requests
and download next month’s keys via a callback mechanism, and not through the
broadcast channel. This technological trend would seem to invalidate the necessity for broadcast encryption schemes completely. We argue that this is not the
case—there are other applications where broadcast encryption is necessary, such as
multicasting electronic coupons, promotional material, and low-cost pay-per-view
events. Such applications need to multicast short-lived, low value messages that
are not worth the overhead of communicating with each user individually. In such
applications, though, the requirements from the solution are slightly different. On
the one hand, it is no longer crucial that only users in the target set receive the
message, as long as the number of free-riders is controlled. On the other hand, it
is no longer reasonable to assume anything about the size of the target set.
Multicast in the Internet is a service that is bound to become more and
more popular. Audio and video are two most talked about applications, but there
are diverse data applications that can benefit from multicast, such as news updates,
stock quotes, etc. Some of the multicast applications will be broadcasted freely,
while others will be for pay. Once such pay-multicast services are deployed on the
Internet, they would face similar issues faced by the pay-TV industry: High-value
transmissions would need to be encrypted, and only paying customers should have
the decryption keys.
In the past years, several suggestions for Internet multicast key-manage-
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ment architectures were proposed [63, 79, 78]. These proposals do not specify
whether the decryption keys are to be held in a tamper-resistant hardware module
or in the receiving hosts’ insecure memory. We speculate that if Internet multicasts
are to carry information with significant monetary value, then the service providers
will encounter piracy. And in the Internet, the service providers loose the main
advantage they have over the pirates in the pay-TV industry: The pirates have
access to a high bandwidth, cheap, and world-wide, distribution channel—the same
Internet that the service providers use (see [53] for a discussion of these issues).
For this reason, we argue that successful Internet pay-multicast services would
probably require users to keep keys in a secure STT-like device. But regardless of
how Internet multicast keys are to be stored, it is certainly desirable to keep their
number low.
For the rest of this chapter, we use the term “receiver”, for both pay-TV
STTs and Internet-multicast key stores (implemented either in a secure module or
in the host memory).
IV.A.1

Related Work
Fiat and Naor [38] were first to introduce broadcast encryption (in the

context of pay-TV). They suggested methods of securely broadcasting key information such that only a selected set of users can decrypt this information while
coalitions of up to k other users can learn nothing, either in the informationtheoretic sense, or under a computational security model. Their schemes, though,
required impractical numbers of keys to be stored in the receivers. Extensions to
this basic work can be found in [22, 23, 77].
Luby and Staddon [57] studied the trade-off between the transmission
length and the number of keys stored in the receivers. They assumed a security
model in which encryptions cannot be broken, i.e., only users that have a correct
key can decrypt the message. We adopt the same security model. Their work
still addressed fixed-size target sets, which are assumed to be either very large or
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very small, and no user outside the target set is allowed to be able to decrypt the
message. A main part of their work is a disillusioning lower bound, showing that
either the transmission will be very long or a prohibitive number of keys needs to
be stored in the receivers.
A related line of work goes under the title of “tracing traitors” [27, 64].
The goal is to identify some of the users that leak their keys, once a cloned receiver
is found. This is achieved by controlling which keys are stored in each receiver, in
a way that the combination of keys in a cloned receiver would necessarily point to
at least one traitor.
Key management schemes for encrypted broadcast networks, which give
the vendor the flexibility to offer program packages of various sizes to the users,
can be found in [80]. The problem of tracking the location of receivers in order to
prevent customers from moving a receiver from, e.g., a home to a bar, is addressed
in [40].
The Iolus project [63] was the first serious attempt to propose a framework
for secure Internet multicast. The Iolus framework is based on a hierarchical tree
structure. At higher layers, group servers communicate with each other using
secure multicast. At lower layers, secure communication is exchanged between
group members. Special servers are needed to handle the join/leave operation in
each level.
Wong et al. [79] were the first to suggest a key management scheme for
secure multicast in the Internet. Their work influenced the network working group
of the IETF in the form of a recent RFC [78]. Their solution is based on a hierarchy
of keys that is built with the group of currently paying customers. The customers
of each service (a movie channel, a stock quote service, a news bulletin) are the
leaves of a balanced tree, where each node of the tree corresponds to a group key;
the group members are the descendents of that node. This solution achieves a
logarithmic cost for join/leave operations. However, the tree is built per program
(or per group), and as such incurs a high overhead when many different programs
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are multicast.
IV.A.2

Contributions
Our starting point is the observation that the requirement “no users out-

side the target set can decrypt the message” is too strict for many applications. For
instance, for the purposes of multicasting electronic coupons, it may be enough to
guarantee that the recipient set contains the target set, and that the total number
of recipients is no more than f times the size of the target set. Service providers
can afford a small potential increase in the number of redeemed coupons, as long
as this simplifies their operations and lowers their cost. We call establishment key
allocation schemes that provide such guarantees “f -redundant broadcast encryption schemes”. Relaxing the requirements in this way allows us to depart from the
lower bounds of [57].
On the other hand, we have a more ambitious goal when it comes to
possible target sets. Unlike earlier work, we require our schemes to be able to
multicast to any target set, not just those target sets of very small or very large
cardinality.
We concentrate on schemes which store only a small number of keys in
each receiver. For systems with several million users, it is reasonable to require
the maximum number of keys per user to be O(log n), where n is the total number
of users, or at most O(n² ), where, say, ² ≤ 1/4.
Subject to these constraints, we are interested in several measures of the
quality of an establishment key allocation. The first is the number of transmissions,
t: we can always attain our requirements trivially if we assign each receiver a unique
key, but then we suffer a very high number of transmissions. The second parameter,
which we call opportunity, is the proportion of free-riders in the population outside
the target set. The opportunity measures the incentive a customer has to avoid
paying (in cheap pay-per-view type services). If the opportunity is very high, close
to 1, there is no incentive for customers to pay, as they can almost surely get a
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free ride.
After discussing the basic trade-offs associated with the problem, we
present some simple examples, that show the problem difficulty. We then prove a
new lower bound on the tradeoff between the transmission length and the number of keys stored per receiver, a lower bound that incorporates the f -redundancy
of our establishment key allocations. We show that the f -redundancy gives us a
substantial gain: For the same number of transmissions t we can hope for only
exp(Ω(n/tf )) keys per receiver, whereas the bound of [57] is exp(Ω(n/t)).
We then present several establishment key allocation constructions, and
an approximation algorithm that finds a key cover with minimal number of transmissions, for any given target set of users. Since this problem is similar to the
minimum set cover problem, that is known to be NP-hard, we cannot expect to
find an optimal solution efficiently. Instead, we use a greedy approximation algorithm to find good key covers. We conducted an extensive simulation study of the
problem, from which we present only the interesting results.
Finally, we discuss the practical aspects of using our scheme for key management of secure multicast on the Internet. We propose a single key management
structure for all the services in a given infrastructure (e.g., one key structure for
the entire MBone [36]). The cost of building this key management structure is
logarithmic in the size of the total user population, but it is now usable for all the
services provided on this infrastructure, making it much cheaper than the “separate tree per group” proposed by [79, 78]. We discuss how to build and maintain
our structure incrementally, as users are added or dropped from the MBone. We
also discuss the practical issues of how to manage the key transmissions in a dynamic environment, where paying users join and leave a specific program while it
is in progress. We show that such a dynamic environment further encourages users
to pay.
Our results are based on previous joint work with Yuval Shavitt and
Avishai Wool [5, 4].
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Figure IV.1: Definition depiction.
Organization: In the next section we formally define the problem and
the various parameters we are interested in. In Section IV.C we show some simple solutions. In Section IV.D we prove our new lower bound on the trade-off
between the number of keys per user, the redundancy factor, and the transmission length. In Section IV.E we discuss how to find which keys to use given an
establishment key allocation. In Section IV.F we show our schemes and the results of their performance evaluation. In Section IV.G we discuss how to adapt
our schemes to dynamic Internet environments, and evaluate their performance in
such environments.

IV.B

Definitions and Model
Let U be the set of all the receivers (i.e., receivers connected to a head-

end), with |U| = n. We use K to denote the target set, i.e., the set of paying
customers, and denote its size by |K| = k (see Figure IV.1).
We describe the allocation of the establishment keys by a collection S =
{S1 , S2 , . . .} of key sets such that ∪Si = U. We associate a unique establishment
key ei with each set Si ∈ S. A key ei is stored in the secure memory of every
receiver u ∈ Si . Hence the number of keys a receiver u ∈ U stores is equal to the
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number of sets Si ∈ S it belongs to. Formally,
Definition IV.B.1 Let S be an establishment key allocation. The degree of a
receiver u is deg(u) = |{i : Si 3 u}|. The degree of a collection S is deg(S) =
maxu∈U deg(u).
Definition IV.B.2 Given a target set K, a key cover of K is a collection of sets
Si ∈ S whose union contains K:
C(K) ⊆ S such that K ⊆ ∪Si ∈C(K) Si .
The minimal key cover is Cmin (K) = C(K) for which |C(K)| is minimal.
Suppose the head-end needs to send a message µ to all the members of
a target set K. Given any key cover C(K), the head end encrypts µ using the
establishment keys ei corresponding to the sets Si ∈ C(K), and broadcasts each
encryption separately.1 .

Definition IV.B.3 We denote the best possible number of transmissions that
the head-end can use for a target set K by tK = |Cmin (K)|. Thus the worst case
number of transmissions is tmax (S) = maxK { tK }.
In order to define the redundancy and opportunity measures we need the
following technical definition.
Definition IV.B.4 We denote the set of recipients of a given key cover C(K) by
RC (K) = ∪{Si ∈ C(K)} and the total number of recipients by rC (K) = |RC (K)|.
By the definition of a key cover C(K), every member of the target set K
has at least one of the keys used to encrypt µ. However, other receivers outside K
usually exist, which are also capable of decrypting the message. All our establishment key allocations are constructed with a worst case guarantee that there are
never too many of these free-riders. Formally,
1

This method was called the OR protocol in [57].
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Definition IV.B.5 An establishment key allocation S is said to be f -redundant
if
rC (K)
≤f
k
for every K ⊆ U with |K| = k.
A variant measure of redundancy is the actual redundancy fa , which is
the ratio between the non-paying and paying recipients. We are interested in the
average case fa , so we define it as a function of the target set K. Formally,
Definition IV.B.6 For a target set K with |K| = k the actual redundancy is
fa =

rC (K)−k
.
k

If S guarantees a worst case redundancy factor f , then 0 ≤ fa ≤ f − 1 for any
target set K.
Finally, we define the opportunity, η, as the proportion of non-paying
recipients (free-riders) in the non-paying population (0 ≤ η ≤ 1). The opportunity
measures the incentive a customer has to avoid paying (e.g., in cheap pay-per-view
type services). Again, this is a function of the target set K.
Definition IV.B.7 For a target set K with |K| = k the opportunity is η =
rC (K)−k
.
n−k

IV.C

Simple Examples
To demonstrate our definitions and the trade-offs associated with the

problem let us examine some simple solutions for the problem (which are similar
to those in [79]). See Table IV.1 for a summary of the examples.
Example IV.C.1 The “always broadcast” solution: S = {U}.
Both the degree, deg(S), and the number of transmissions, tmax (S), required to distribute the message are optimal and equal to 1 in this case. However,
the redundancy is f = n in the worst case and the opportunity, η, is always 1. The
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S
{U}
{{1}, . . . , {n}}
2U

deg(S) tmax (S)
1
1
1
n
2n−1
1

f
n
1
1

η
1
0
0

Table IV.1: A summary of some simple examples. Bold numerals indicate an
optimal parameter.
last two parameters are very bad since the system gives no incentive for a customer
to pay for a program; a single paying customer enables the entire population a free
ride.
Example IV.C.2 The “key per user” solution: S = {{1}, {2}, . . . , {n}}.
Here the degree deg(S) = 1 is optimal, and so are the redundancy f = 1, and
the opportunity η = 0. However, the number of transmissions is a very poor
tmax (S) = n.
Example IV.C.3 The “all possible sets” solution: S = 2U .
The degree here is an impractical deg(S) = 2n−1 , however, all the other parameters
are optimal: tmax (S) = 1, f = 1, and η = 0. This is because every possible target
set K has its own designated key.

IV.D

A Lower Bound

IV.D.1

Tools
Before presenting our lower bound on the degree of an f -redundant estab-

lishment key allocation, we need to introduce some definitions and results which
we use in the proof.
We start with covering designs, which are a class of combinatorial block
designs. A succinct description of covering designs can be found in [29, Ch. IV.8].
A more detailed survey is [62].
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Definition IV.D.1 A k-(n, d) covering design is a collection of d-sets (blocks)
D = {D1 , . . . , D` } over a universe of n elements, such that every k-set of elements
is contained in at least one block.
Definition IV.D.2 The covering number C(n, d, k) is the minimum number of
blocks in any k-(n, d) covering design.
Theorem IV.D.3 [Schönheim bound] [70] C(n, d, k) ≥ L(n, d, k), where
L(n, d, k) =

&

&

&

n n−1
n−k+1
···
d d−1
d−k+1

'''



 

Á
n   d 
≥

 
.

k

k

We also rely on the following result of Luby and Staddon, which addresses
strict broadcast encryption protocols.
Definition IV.D.4 An establishment key allocation S is called strict for a collection of target sets D if the sets in D can be covered without redundancy. Formally,
RC (D) = D for all D ∈ D.
Theorem IV.D.5 [57] Let D = {D1 , . . . , D` } be a collection of target sets, with
|Di | ≥ d for all Di ∈ D. Then any establishment key allocation S which is strict
for D, and which can transmit to any Di ∈ D using at most t transmissions, must
have
deg(S) ≥

Ã

`1/t
−1
t

!Á

(n − d).

Remark: The precise statement we use here is a generalization of [57, Theorem 12].
In their original formulation the target
 sets
 Di all have a cardinality of exactly d,

n 
 possible d-sets. However, their proof
d
can be easily extended to any arbitrary collection of target sets, of cardinality d
and the collection D consists of all 


or larger.
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IV.D.2

The Bound

Theorem IV.D.6 Let S be an f -redundant establishment key allocation over a
universe U of size n, for which tmax (S) = t. Then

  


 
1/t
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Á
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deg(S) ≥ max
−
1
.
(n
−
k)









1≤k≤n/f 


 t

k
k

Proof: For a target set K of size |K| = k, let R(K) be the minimal possible
recipient set for K (or one such set if many minimal recipient sets exist). Consider
the collection of minimal recipient sets
D = {R(K) : |K| = k}.
Note that covering K f -redundantly, using the t0 ≤ t key sets that define R(K), is

precisely equivalent to covering R(K) strictly with (the same) t0 key sets. Therefore

we see that S is an establishment key allocation which is strict for D, and can
transmit to any R(K) ∈ D using at most t transmissions. Note also that, trivially,
|R(K)| ≥ k for any |K| = k. Thus we can apply Theorem IV.D.5 to obtain
deg(S) ≥

Ã

|D|1/t
−1
t

!Á

(n − k).

(IV.1)

By definition |R(K)| ≤ kf for all K, however, some sets R(K) ∈ D may have
fewer than kf elements. Define a modified collection D 0 in which each R(K) ∈ D

is replaced by some superset R̂(K) ⊇ R(K) with |R̂| = kf . Note that |D 0 | ≤ |D|

since R̂(K1 ) = R̂(K2 ) is possible when R(K1 ) 6= R(K2 ). But now D 0 is a k(n, kf ) covering design. Thus we can lower-bound its size by the Schönheim bound,
Theorem IV.D.3, to obtain








Á
 n   kf 

|D| ≥ |D 0 | ≥ L(n, kf, k) ≥ 

k





k

.

(IV.2)

Plugging (IV.2) into (IV.1) and maximizing the expression over the choice of k
yields our result.
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Using standard estimations of binomial coefficients, and maximizing over
k, we can obtain the following asymptotic estimate.
Corollary IV.D.7 Let S be an f -redundant establishment key allocation over a
universe U of size n, for which tmax (S) = t. Then deg(S) ≥ exp(Ω(n/tf )).
We therefore see that the f -redundancy gives us a substantial gain in
the degree: the bound of [57] for strict establishment key allocations is deg(S) =
exp(Ω(n/t)). In other words, if we allow a redundancy factor of f we can hope
to use only an f ’th root of the number of keys required per receiver in a strict
establishment key allocation for the same number of transmissions.
Theorem IV.D.6 and Corollary IV.D.7 give a lower bound on the required
number of keys a receiver needs to store. As we said before, this is typically a
small fixed value which we can reasonably model by log 2 n or n² . Thus we are
more interested in the inverse lower bound, on the number of transmissions t.
Asymptotically we can obtain the following bound.
Corollary IV.D.8 Let S be an f -redundant establishment key allocation over a
universe U of size n. Then

 ³
Ω

tmax (S) ≥ 

n
f log log n

n
),
Ω( f log
n

´

, when deg(S) = O(log n),
when deg(S) = O(n² ).

The asymptotic bound of Corollary IV.D.8 hides the constants, and inverting Theorem IV.D.6 gives a rather unwieldy expression for the lower bound
on t. Therefore, we choose to invert Theorem IV.D.6 numerically and to plot
the result, as a function of the target set size k, in Figure IV.2. As we shall
see in the sequel, the highest point on this curve (t ≈ 19 for n = 1024) is significantly lower than our best constructions, which suffer from a worst case of
tmax (S) = 3n/8 = 384 when n = 1024.
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Figure IV.2: The lower bound for the number of transmissions (t) as a function of
the target set size k, with n = 1024, f = 2, and deg(S) = log 2 n.
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algorithm f -Cover (K, S)
R ← ∅; C ← ∅
repeat
|Si \R|
A ← {Si : |(K∩S
≤ f }.
i )\R|
A ← Si ∈ A which maximizes |(K ∩ Si ) \ R|.
R ← R ∪ A; C ← C ∪ {A}.
until the candidate collection A is empty.
return (R, C).

Figure IV.3: Algorithm f -Cover

IV.E

Finding a Good Key Cover
An f -redundant establishment key allocation guarantees that an f -re-

dundant cover exists for every target set K. In particular, singleton target sets
K = {u} need to be addressed. Thus, S must include enough sets Si with |Si | ≤ f
so that every user is contained in one of them. For simplicity, we shall assume that
S contains the singletons themselves as sets, i.e., every receiver is assumed to hold
one key that is unique to it.
Once we decide upon a particular f -redundant establishment key allocation S, we still need to show an efficient algorithm to find an f -redundant key cover
C(K) for every target set K. Among all possible f -redundant key covers that S allows, we would like to pick the best one. By “best” we mean here a cover that minimizes the number of transmissions t. Trying to minimize the actual redundancy fa
would lead to trivialities because we can always achieve the optimal fa = 0 since we
assumed that S contains all the singletons. Thus, for every target set K, we obtain
the following optimization problem: given a collection of sets S = {S1 , . . . , Sm }
and a target set K, find a sub-collection Cmin (K) ⊆ S with minimal cardinality
|Cmin (K)| such that K ⊆ ∪{Si ∈ Cmin (K)} and | ∪ {Si ∈ Cmin (K)}|/|K| ≤ f .
This is a variation of the Set Cover problem [41], and thus an NP-hard
optimization problem. We omit the formal reduction proving this. Moreover, it
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is known that no approximation algorithm exists for Set Cover with a worst case
approximation ratio2 better than ln n (unless NP has slightly super-polynomial
time algorithms) [37].
On the positive side, the Set Cover problem admits a greedy algorithm,
which achieves the best possible approximation ratio of ln n [52, 56]. Moreover,
the greedy algorithm is extremely effective in practice, usually finding covers much
closer to the optimum than its approximation ratio guarantees [45]. For this reason,
our general algorithm f -Cover for choosing a key cover is an adaptation of the
greedy algorithm. See Figure IV.3 for the details.
Theorem IV.E.1 If {{1}, . . . , {n}} ⊆ S then algorithm f -Cover returns an f redundant key cover of K for any target set K.
Proof: The set R maintains the current cover in the algorithm. In every iteration,
when a set Si is added to the cover, |Si \R| new users are covered, and |(K ∩Si )\R|
of them are target set members that were not included in the cover before. Note
that we only add a set Si if

|Si \R|
|(K∩Si )\R|

≤ f and that the sets (Si \ R) are disjoint

for the Si ’s chosen in different iterations. From these observations it is easy to
prove that the f -redundancy is kept throughout the algorithm execution, and in
particular, when the algorithm terminates.
Remarks:
• The candidate set A needs to be re-calculated in each iteration, since a noncandidate set Si may become a candidate (or vice versa) after some other Sj
is added to the cover.
• It is easy to see that the time complexity of algorithm f -Cover is O(m2 )
where m is the number of sets in S.
• In practice the computation time on a 433 MHz Intel Celeron processor was
between 1ms and 17ms for N =1024, 2048, and 4096, and various values of
k.
2

[49] contains a good discussion of approximation algorithms and in particular a chapter on Set Cover.
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In order to make the algorithm even more efficient, we do not use it in its
most general form. Instead, we split the establishment key allocation S into levels,

each containing sets of the same size. Formally, we break S into S = S 1 ∪ S 2 ∪ · · ·,

such that |Si` | = k` for some k` and for all Si` ∈ S ` . The algorithm is performed in

phases, where only sets belonging to level S ` are considered in the candidate set A
during in phase `. The algorithm starts at the highest level, the one containing of
the largest sets in S. When A is empty at a certain level, the cover so far, R, and
the covering sets, C, are fed to the execution phase of the algorithm in the next
(lower) level.

IV.F

Practical Solutions

IV.F.1

Overview
Our basic goal is to construct an f -redundant establishment key alloca-

tion, namely to construct an S that will satisfy the following requirements: (i) the
number of establishment keys per user (degree) is low; and (ii) |RC (K)|/|K| ≤ f
for every target set K ⊆ U . Given such an establishment key allocation, we evaluate its performance with respect to the number of transmissions t, the actual
redundancy fa , and the opportunity η, using computer simulations.
We are interested in “average” performance, but since performance depends heavily on the target set size, k, we use it as a parameter in the simulations.
Each data point for a target set size k in the graphs represents the mean of the
relevant measure, averaged over r samples of k-sets chosen uniformly at random.
We show the 95% confidence intervals3 for each data point, unless the graphical
height of the confidence intervals is very close to the size of the symbols depicted
on the curves. We typically use r = 25 samples per data point.
Unless stated otherwise, we assume that the redundancy is f = 2. We
also conducted experiments with other values of f but they showed qualitatively
3
A 95% confidence interval means that the population mean appears within the specified interval with
probability 0.95. See [54] for a precise definition of confidence interval.
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similar results.
IV.F.2

The Tree Scheme

The Scheme’s Description
A simple multi-level establishment key allocation is a balanced tree, that
is built by recursively partitioning the sets of a high level into equally-sized, disjoint
sets in the next level. Sets that form a partition of a single set, one level above
them, are considered children of this set in the tree. The number of keys each
receiver holds in this scheme is only 1 + loga n, where a is the arity of the tree. In
the sequel we always assume a binary tree (a = 2).
An important advantage of a tree scheme (besides its simplicity) is that
the greedy algorithm of Figure IV.3 can easily be made to run in time linear in
the size of the cover set, rather than in the total number of sets in the collection.
The idea is to start at the root of the tree (the set U) and then traverse it either
in a DFS or in a BFS order. Whenever an f -redundant set is found, select it and
ignore the subtree under it.
The problem with the tree scheme is its worst case behavior. Consider
the case where f = 2 and the collection is a full binary tree. If the target set
comprises k = n/4 users such that no two of them belong to a common set of size
4 or less, then we are forced to use t = n/4 transmissions. It is easy to see that
this is the worst possible configuration.
The average behavior of the basic tree is substantially better than the
worst case. Figure IV.4 shows the average number of transmissions on several
variants of a tree for a population of n = 1024 users. We see from the “threshold
at sets of size 2” curve in the figure that the peak of the average t is 164, which
is 36% less than the worst case of 256. We explain this threshold and discuss the
different variants of the tree in Section IV.F.2.
We conducted the same tests for larger populations and noticed that the
qualitative behavior does not change significantly, thus we omit the details. Here
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Figure IV.4: The effect of the “≤” threshold T on the number of transmissions
(t), for a tree with n = 1024.
we focus on simulations of small populations for another reason. We shall see
in Section IV.F.4 that we can capitalize on the detailed understanding of small
populations when we discuss partitioning large populations. Our results show
that breaking a large population into small subgroups and solving the problem
independently for each subgroup results in a good performance trade-off.
“<” or “≤”?
A subtle issue in the execution of algorithm f -Cover is whether the inequality in step 2 is strict (<) or not (≤). Assume that f = 2 and that the
collection S is a full binary tree. If a set of size Si with |Si | = 2 is tested using
non-strict inequality, and only one member of Si is in the target set K, then Si
is selected as a candidate and may be part of the cover. However, using a strict
inequality gives a better choice, which is to select the singleton containing that
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Figure IV.5: The effect of the “≤” threshold T on the Actual redundancy (fa ) for
a tree with n = 1024.
user, thereby reducing the actual redundancy without increasing the number of
transmissions. On the other hand, using strict inequality for larger set sizes tends
to increase the number of transmissions. So, intuitively, we would like to use “<”
in the lowest levels of the tree, and use “≤” for sets of size T or larger, for an
appropriate threshold T . Figures IV.4, IV.5 and IV.6 compare the performance of
a tree scheme when the threshold is varied. Note that the T = 2 curve, which we
commented on before, represents using “≤” everywhere.
The most striking graph is that of the actual redundancy (Figure IV.5).
We see that when we use strict inequality in the level of the tree corresponding
to sets of size 2 (i.e., the “≤” threshold is T = 4) the actual redundancy, fa ,
drops dramatically for target set sizes below n/2. At the same time, the number
of transmissions, t, remains unchanged. There is also an improvement in the
opportunity, η. Moving the threshold further up improves fa and η at the cost of
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Figure IV.6: The effect of the “≤” threshold T on the Opportunity (η), for a tree
with n = 1024.
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Figure IV.7: A histogram of the key sizes used for several target set sizes k, for
n = 1024.
increasing t. We found out that, in most cases, and especially when extra keys
are added (see below), it pays to set the threshold at T = 8 since the increase in
t is very small while the gain in fa and η is substantial. Thus, in all the following
simulations we only use strict inequality for sets of size 4 and below.
Note that choosing T = 8 has an effect on the worst case performance
since now k = 3n/8 users can be selected such that no four of them belong to
a common set of size 8 and no three of them belong to a common set of size 4.
As a result, we would be forced to use t = 3n/8 transmissions, all at the level
corresponding to singleton sets.
When T = 8, the peak number of transmissions t is 193 ≈ n/5 (see Figure
IV.4), which means a 50% improvement over the worst case performance of 384,
and achieves actual redundancy that is always lower than 0.9. However, in most
of the range the results are much better. In particular, if the interesting target set
size range is below k = n/5, we get t < n/6, fa < 0.16, and η < 0.04.
IV.F.3

Where Extra Keys are Effective
The basic tree scheme requires only log2 n keys to be stored in each re-

ceiver. Therefore it is reasonable to consider schemes with slightly more keys: For
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populations of several millions, we can afford to keep twice or four times as many
keys in a receiver.
In this section, we study schemes in which a tree is augmented by additional sets. The motivation for doing so is clear: by increasing the number of
sets (and thereby keys), the probability of finding a smaller cover increases. We
are interested in locating the levels where it best pays to add sets, subject to the
constraints on the number of keys per receiver.
In order to generate the extra key sets, we start with a “level-degree”
profile, which specifies how many keys each user should hold at each level. For a
level with set size k, a degree of d implies that each user should belong to d − 1
extra sets, in addition to the one basic tree set it belongs to at this level. Thus
we need to be able to generate nd/k sets of size k, such that each user belongs to
exactly d of them. We achieve this by randomly permuting the n users d − 1 times,
and for each random permutation we add the users in positions (i − 1)k + 1, . . . , ik
as a set, for i = 1, . . . , n/k.
A vivid explanation for the preferred placement of the extra keys can be
found in the histogram in Figure IV.7. The histogram depicts the number of keys
used from each level of sets, for target sets of four sizes. We used a population of
n = 1024 users and a basic tree scheme with 11 levels. The histogram clearly shows
that the small sets are the ones used most often. As the target set size grows, some
larger key sets are also used. However, even when the target sets are k = 241 and
k = 361, i.e., target sets requiring the highest number of transmissions, relatively
few keys are used for sets of size 32 and up. Therefore it seems that adding key
sets at the low levels of the tree is the right approach.
Figures IV.8, IV.9, and IV.10 depict the performance of an 11-level tree
(n = 1024) augmented tree with 9 extra keys. This choice allows us to double the
number of keys per level in all the intermediate levels (1 < |Si | < n). Following
the conclusions we draw from the key usage histogram in Figure IV.7, these extra
keys are distributed as uniformly as possible among the levels from the bottom
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(couples) level up to some level `. We varied ` in order to find the most effective
distribution.
We first note that regardless of how the extra keys are distributed, the
peak number of transmissions drops by at least 23% (from 193 down to 147 for the
“up to sets of size 2” distribution) in comparison to a non-augmented tree.
Figure IV.8 shows that the best t is achieved by distributing the extra keys
at the three lowest levels, i.e., adding couples, quadruplets, and octets. Adding sets
of size 16 as well resulted in an almost identical performance. However, adding
even larger sets gave significantly inferior performance. Figures IV.9 and IV.10
show that this improvement comes at the expense of an increase in fa for small
target set sizes, although the actual redundancy is still well below the guaranteed
worst case of fa ≤ f − 1 (= 1 when f = 2).
In a similar experiment with 38 keys (= 11 + 3 × 9) per user, the best t
was achieved by spreading the keys among the lowest 4 levels (up to sets of size 16);
the peak t for this experiment was about 94 transmissions, for target sets of size
271 (= n/3.8), which is 22% lower than the 121 achieved in Figure IV.8 by the
“up to sets of size 8” distribution. We also ran the same experiments for larger
and smaller values of n, with similar results. We omit the details.
Our conclusions from this set of experiments are that (a) adding a few
extra keys per user substantially reduces the number of transmissions t, and (b) it
pays to add these extra keys at the lower levels of the tree rather than to distribute
them at higher levels as well.
IV.F.4

Partitioning
The results in the previous sections suggest that keys are more “valuable”

at the lower levels of the tree than at the higher levels. Thus, it seems reasonable
to discard the keys of the largest sets (highest levels) altogether, and to use the
additional key space for more lower level keys. We achieve this by partitioning the
population, n, into ν disjoint partitions of size n/ν. The space occupied by the
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Figure IV.8: Number of transmissions (t) as a function of the target set size k,
with n = 1024, f = 2, 11 levels, and 9 extra keys.
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Figure IV.9: Actual redundancy (fa ) as a function of the target set size k, with
n = 1024, f = 2, 11 levels, and 9 extra keys.
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Figure IV.10: Opportunity (η) as a function of the target set size k, with n = 1024,
f = 2, 11 levels, and 9 extra keys.
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Figure IV.11: Number of transmissions (t) as a function of the target set size k,
with n = 128K, f = 2, and 18 keys in total.
log2 ν deleted keys per user is then used to increase the number of low level sets
in each partition.
In this section we concentrate on larger, more realistic user population
sizes. However, since each individual partition is small, we can apply the insight
we have gained from our earlier small-population experiments.
Figures IV.11 and IV.12 compare the performance of the a single tree
scheme for a population of 128K customers with the performance of schemes that
employ the same number of keys (18) but with ν partitions. Within each partition
we distribute the log ν extra keys to achieve the lowest peak t; as we have seen
before, this means that the extra keys are distributed among the lowest levels in
the tree, thus adding key sets of sizes between 2 and 32. For each value of ν we
ran the equivalent of the experiment we discussed in Section IV.F.3. We report
only the results of the best (lowest peak t) extra-key distribution for each value of
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Figure IV.12: Actual redundancy (fa ) as a function of the target set size k, with
n = 128K, f = 2, and 18 keys in total.
ν.
Figure IV.11 shows that the decrease in t is dramatic for a large range of
target set sizes. In particular, the peak t drops by about 36%, from 24337 for a
single partition to 15526 for ν = 1024 partitions of size 128 each. Increasing the
ν further reduces t for some values of k. However, for large target set sizes, and
especially those with k > n/2, we pay a penalty in the number of transmissions.
For such large target sets we have to use t = ν transmissions instead of one. We
argue that as long as ν is substantially smaller than the peak t, the savings in
t for smaller target sets far outweighs the penalty incurred for large target sets.
Moreover, dealing with targets with k > n/2 can be done by maintaining a single
additional broadcast key together with the partitions’ keys.
Figure IV.12 shows that partitioning the users increases fa for target sets
with k < n/2. However, the peak fa actually drops since we no longer use the
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very large key sets, e.g., those with size n/2 or n/4. Partitioning also improves the
opportunity for k ∼ n/2 (graph omitted).
We conclude that partitioning the users is an effective method for designing establishment key allocations. It is better to discard the large high-level key
sets in favor of extra sets at the low levels. As a rule of thumb we suggest to use
√
at least ν ≈ n partitions, and possibly more for larger values of n.

IV.G

Dynamic Environments
In this section we discuss aspects of implementing our key management

scheme in a dynamic environment such as the Internet. We distinguish between
two types of dynamics. One type is the population’s dynamics, i.e., the change in
the population as new users are added and dropped from the MBone infrastructure.
The other type is in-program dynamics, i.e., the case where paying customers join
and leave a specific program broadcast while it is taking place.
IV.G.1

Adapting to a Dynamic Population
Our first concern is how to adapt the static establishment key allocation

we described before to a user population that is changing over time. We note
that the user population is mainly growing as new networks are connected to the
MBone. Networks depart from the MBone at a lower rate.
In Section IV.F.4 we showed that instead of building one monolithic establishment key allocation, it is better to split the population into partitions of
a smaller size, say of 1024 users in each. Each of these partitions has its own
establishment key allocation. Using this observation, we suggest building the establishment key allocation incrementally, in phases, as the population changes. A
new partition is created at the beginning of each phase, with virtual “place holder”
users. An establishment key allocation is constructed for the new partition, and
each virtual user is assigned its keys. Each (real) new user that joins the MBone
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replaces a virtual user, and is assigned the virtual user’s keys. The phase ends
when all the virtual users in the new partition have been replaced by real users.
At this point a new phase starts.
A user disconnecting from the MBone (not a temporary logoff) is marked
as non-existing. Once the number of non-existing users in a partition drops below
some threshold, say half the users are non-existing, the partition is deleted and all
the users are rekeyed to a new partition. Note that the cost of rekeying a user is
amortized over all the leave operations that required no rekeying in the past.
The virtual users in a new partition and the non-existing users in old
partitions are all accounted for when key covers are computed for specific programs.
However, their presence can only make fa better: some of the redundant users that
are part the cover C(K) (for which the ratio f is guaranteed) are not really there.
IV.G.2

In-Program Dynamics
Next we discuss how decryption keys are transmitted in a dynamic envi-

ronment, in which users join or leave a specific program, i.e., when the target set
K is dynamically changing while the program is being transmitted. We believe
that this type of fine-grained join/leave control is more appropriate in the MBone
environment, where a single program may be quite lengthy.
To handle the dynamic changes in the target set, we divide the program’s
transmission time into slots of certain length, say 5 minutes. In each time slot,
a different encryption key is used. We collect all the join/leave operations within
slot i − 1, compute the updated target set Ki , and recalculate the key cover C(Ki )
for the next slot. The recipients in RC (Ki ) receive the new key.
Our goal is to quantify the effect of the in-program dynamics on the
number of free-riders. To this end, we introduce the following definitions.
Definition IV.G.1 Consider the first i slots of a program transmission.
1. Let V i denote the set of users that can view all the i slots.
2. Let P i denote the set of users that pay for all the i slots.
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3. Let N i denote the set of users that do not pay for any of the i slots.
To measure the dynamic redundancy, we define the free-to-pay ratio ρ(i),
which is the proportion of non- and partial-paying users in the viewer set V i .
Formally,
Definition IV.G.2 Let ρ(i) =

|V i \P i |
.
|V i |

The ratio ρ is similar to a dynamic version of the actual redundancy fa (recall
Definition IV.B.6), but with a different denominator: ρ(1) = (rC (K) − k)/rC (K)
whereas fa = (rC (K) − k)/k. For f -redundant establishment key allocations we
have ρ(1) ≤ 1 − 1/f , however, this inequality may not hold for larger values of i

since V i and P i evolve at different rates.

We define the dynamic opportunity, ηd , as the proportion of non-paying
recipients (free-riders) in the non-paying population.
Definition IV.G.3 Let ηd (i) =

|V i ∩N i |
.
|N i |

This is a generalization of the opportunity η of Definition IV.B.7, and η d (1) = η.
IV.G.3

Experimenting with In-Program Dynamics
We conducted a series of simulation experiments to evaluate the effect

of recalculating the key cover for every slot on the possibility to receive a program for free. We focused on relatively small user populations, since, as we have
seen in Section IV.F.4, partitioning the population into many small partitions is
advantageous.
The results we report here are all for n = 1024. We used 20 keys per user,
using the best scheme we found in the experiments of Section IV.F.3, namely,
distributing the 9 extra keys up to sets of size 8. We experimented with other
values of n, and with other key distributions, with essentially the same results, so
we omit the details.
The in-program dynamics are captured by the following two parameters:
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Figure IV.13: The dynamic opportunity ηd (i) for i = 1, 3, 6, 10 slots, as a function
of the target set size k, using τ = 0.01 for n = 1024.
• |K1 | is the initial paying population size;
• τ is the fraction of the paying population at slot i that stops paying during
slot i (leaving users);
For simplicity we assume that every user that leaves in slot i is replaced by a
joining user. Thus |Ki | = |K1 | for all i. Exactly τ |Ki−1 | leaving users are chosen
at random from the set Ki−1 , and the same number of joining users are chosen at
random from U \ Ki−1 . The values we tested for τ were 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, and 0.1.
Figures IV.13 and IV.14 show the effect of the in-program dynamics on
the dynamic opportunity ηd (i). We see that even when the target set size changes
by only 1% in each slot, the dynamic opportunity drops by between 33% and 52%
for 250 ≤ k ≤ 450 by the end of ten slots. When the target set size changes by
10% in each slot (Figure IV.14), the dynamic opportunity becomes negligible (less
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Figure IV.14: The dynamic opportunity ηd (i) for i = 1, 3, 6, 10 slots, as a function
of the target set size k, using τ = 0.1 for n = 1024.
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Figure IV.15: The dynamic opportunity ηd (i) for several target set sizes, as a
function of the slot number i, using τ = 0.1 for n = 1024.
than 2%) after ten slots, for all target set sizes below 30% of the population. It is
apparent from the figures that ηd (i), as a function of k, tends to a step function
when i → ∞. The rate of the convergence to a step function depends on τ , with
higher values of τ resulting in faster convergence.
The explanation for this big gain, even for small change rates, lies in
the algorithm we use to find the key cover (recall Figure IV.3). In step 3 of the
algorithm, we pick a set that minimizes the actual redundancy. In many cases
there are several choices for this set, and the arbitrary tie-breaking selection made
by the algorithm determines the set of free-riders. A small random perturbation
in the target set K randomizes the tie-breaking, resulting in a significant change
in the set of free-riders.
Figure IV.15 shows the rates by which ηd (i) drops as a function of time
for τ = 10%. The dynamic opportunity drops to negligible levels for all but the
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largest target sets by the end of only 10 time slots. When the rate of change is
1% (graph omitted) the decrease is slower, however, as we said in the discussion
of Figure IV.13, the drop is still substantial in the mid-sized target sets.
Figure IV.16 shows the dramatic drop in the dynamic opportunity when
the rate of change τ grows from 1% to 10%, in comparison to the opportunity η for
a static target set. We see that even when the dynamics are minimal (τ = 0.01)
there is a 60% drop in the opportunity, e.g., from η = 0.24 to ηd (10) = 0.097 for
k = 301. For higher rates of change the drop is even more pronounced.
We conclude from all the above discussion that the in-program dynamics makes the service provider’s situation more favorable. The changing target
population results in significantly better performance from our f -redundant establishment key allocations: the free-rider’s opportunity rapidly decreases, even for
low change rates. Thus it becomes increasingly hard to be able to watch an entire
program for free, as the number of slots increases.
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